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CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Message from thepresident
The year 2010 marked
a great importance

in the history of the
Chinese Academy of
Sciences (CAS). The
State Council listened
to the report of the
CAS on its Innovation
2020 program and
approved its proposal
on deepening the
program, which signals
the CAS is now at the
threshold of an overall
advancement.
innovation activities. While collecting wisdom and soliciting advice from
In the formulation of

the whole academy, the CAS conducted top-level design and made overall

the newly-launched

arrangements, specifying strategic priority research projects, initiation

Innovation 2020

of three types of centers, organization of regional innovation clusters and

program, the CAS

preferential support for best-performing research institutes that are able to

further clarified its

start the Innovation 2020 program.

core value of strategic
deployment and

On the basis of linking up with national programs and synthesizing

crystallized its targets,

planning at both the academy and the institute levels, the CAS outlined

and developed a better

a roadmap of key research and development areas for the coming five

understanding of its

years. With collective efforts, the CAS worked out a development program

strategic needs and

from 2011 to 2015, as well as 15 key and special projects for innovation

the law governing

bases, human resources, academic divisions, infrastructure for research
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and education, allocating job missions within the first five years

research and technological

designated by the Innovation 2020 to the time span between 2011

applications, between large-

and 2015 and therefore laying a solid foundation for a success of

scale research and development

the Innovation 2020.

investment and scattered
deployment, between the two

The CAS took an earnest, candid, comprehensive, systematic and

decision-making mechanisms

dimensional review on the KIP, in order to draw lessons, find

of top-bottom or bottom-up.

weakness, improve understanding and achieve better positioning.

Advocating the coordination

The CAS further deepened its understanding on the regular pattern

between accommodating

of innovation and an identified placement of the CAS in the whole

demands and encouraging

national innovation system, built up its confidence of trekking on

changes, the coordination

the innovation path, and boosted courage for obtaining leapfrog

between indigenous innovation

development via reform and innovation.

and global competition,
the coordination between

The CAS spares no efforts to push pilot endeavors of the

academic freedom and social

Innovation 2020, kicking off research on future advanced nuclear

responsibility, the CAS worked

fission and another three cutting-edge technologies, setting up

hard on combination of

a national research center of mathematics and interdisciplinary

research and human resources

science, propelling three plus five regional innovation clusters

development, research and

and picking up research institutes which are able to take lead in

education, and on support

pioneering the Innovation 2020.

from science and technology
for national strategic emerging

In 2011, the Communist Party of China (CPC) will celebrate the

industries.

th

90 anniversary of its founding and the Chinese government
implements the 12th five-year (2011-2015) plan for national economy

The CAS will always hold the

and social development. With the Innovation 2020 initiatives, the

tenet of running the academy in

CAS is expected to take a fast lane in the coming decade.

a democratic and open-minded
way as well as promoting the

The CAS needs to consider strategic requirements for national

academy with talents, build the

economy and social development, analyze global economic and

academy to an institution for

research trends with a foresight, follow the principles of science

the whole nation and play the

and technology development, and properly judge conditions and

role of a research engine, in a

features of the academy. The CAS also needs to skillfully handle

bid to offer a strong knowledge

interactions between inheriting traditions and exploring new ideas,

service and technological

between forward looking and pragmatic boost, between scientific

support for the country to
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transform its way of economic development and build a well-off society. A more confident, vigorous
and innovative Chinese Academy of Sciences will reach its ambitious goals.
Although making remarkable progress in 2010, the CAS needs to continue the entrepreneurial spirit
and take new glorious responsibility for the nation and the people.
On behalf of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, I hereby express my heartfelt gratitude for great
support from all ranks of life and from international colleagues and friends. Thank you all.

Prof. Chunli Bai, Ph. D.
President
Chinese Academy of Sciences
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Key Statistical Data
CAS Members
By the end of 2010, there have been 694 CAS members, including 45 female members, 133 from the
Division of Mathematics and Physics, 121 from the Division of Chemistry, 120 from the Division of
Life Sciences and Medical Sciences, 112 from the Division of Earth Sciences, 82 from the Division of
Information Technological Sciences, 126 from the Division of Technological Sciences, and 55 foreign
members.

CAS Members, by Academic Division and Year of ELection
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Present CAS Members, by Proportion of Academic Division
Division of Life Sciences and Medical Sciences
Division of Chemistry
Division of Mathematics and Physics
Division of Information Technological Sciences

11.8/%

Division of Earth Sciences

19.2%

17.3%

16.1/%

Division of Technological Sciences

17.4%

18.2/%

CAS Organizational Structure

President

(Executive President of Presidium of the Academy)

Vice Presidents

Presidium of the Academy

Secretary-General, Deputy Secretary-General

Executive Committee of the
Presidium

Academic Management

Research
Institutes
Educational
Institutions
Supporting
Organizations
CAS Invested
Holding Enterprises

Integrated Management
General Office
Bureau of Planning and Strategy
Bureau of Planning and Finance
Bureau of Personnel and Education
Bureau of Capital Construction
Bureau of International Cooperation
Party Committee of Beijing
Bureau of Supervision and Auditing
Bureau of Retirement Services

Special Committees
Bureau of CAS Members

Bureau of Basic Research
Bureau of Life Sciences and Biotechnology
Bureau of Science and Technology for Resources
and Environment
Bureau of High-Tech Research and Development
Bureau of Domestic Cooperation

Consultation and Evaluation
Committee
Committee of Scientific Ethics
Committee of Scientific
Popularization and Publication

Academic Divisions
Division of Mathematics and Physics
Division of Chemistry
Division of Life Sciences and Medical
Sciences
Division of Earth Sciences
Division of Information Technological
Sciences
Division of Technological Sciences
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Organizations
There were 117 institutions directly under the CAS, with 97 research institutes (including three
botanical gardens); five universities & supporting organizations (including two universities, one
supporting organization, one documentation and information unit, and one publication unit); 12
management organizations that consist of the headquarters and branches; and three other units. There
were 26 legal entities affiliated. Moreover, there were 22 CAS invested holding enterprises.

Distribution of CAS Institutions

Classification of Institution Regular Staff
9.4%

Senior professional & technical staff

30.3%

11.9%

28.9%
19.5%

Middle- level professional & technical staff
Junior professional & technical staff
Administrative staff
Workers
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Institution Regular Staff
By the end of 2010, the CAS had 58,000 regular staff. Among them, female staff amounted to 18,800,
accounting for 32.6%.
Professional personnel amounted to 45,400, accounting for 78.7% of the total staff, including 17,500
associate professors or equivalent and full professors (full professor amounted to 6,700) and 16,700
middle-level professional personnel, accounting for 38.4% (full professor level 14.8%) and 36.8% of
the professional personnel respectively.
Administrative staff amounted to 5,400, accounting for 9.4% of the total staff. Workers amounted to
6,900, accounting for 11.9% of the total.
Among the regular staff, 28.0% are personnel with Ph.D. degree, 20.5% with Master degree.
Personnel under 30 years old account for 26.0% with the highest proportion. Personnel with the age of
31 to 35 ranks at the second, accounting for 17.4%, followed by those with their age between 46 and
50, and 41-45, which account for 14.3% and 12.7% respectively.

R&D Expenditure of CAS Scientific Research Institutes
Unit:RMB 100 million yuan
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Proportion of Regular Staff by Academic Degree and Education

R&D Activities
Expenditure used by research institutes for scientific research and experimental development activities
increased continuously, reaching RMB 223.61bn yuan (including RMB 2.872bn yuan expenditure for
capital construction of scientific research), of which the expenditure for basic research, applied
research and experimental development accounted for 36.1%, 56.8% and 7.1% respectively.
Some 56,000 persons-year were engaged in scientific research and experimental development activities
(R&D personnel) (including the staff from institutes, scientific management personnel and technical
service personnel for R&D programs), increased by 9.4%.
By the end of 2010, 25,400 research projects have been underway in CAS 97 institutes, 2,200 more
than that of the previous year, including 7,000 initiated in 2010. The expenditure for research
projects was RMB 14.215bn yuan, accounting for 69.5% of scientific research expenditure. In 2010,
average expenditure for each project was RMB 559,000 yuan.
Personnel engaged in scientific research programs amounted to 49,400 persons-year, increased 8.12%
over the previous year. Of them 26,100 were staff from institutes, and 23,300 were temporary
personnel. Personnel engaged in each research project were 1.94 person-year on the average. The
average expenditure for each project was RMB 287,700 yuan.
By the end of 2010, 27,600 research projects have been underway in the whole academy, 8,100
of them were initiated in 2010, and the expenditure on research projects was RMB14.931bn
yuan, increased by 25.1% over the previous year. Personnel engaged in scientific research projects
amounted to 51,900 person-year. Of them, the staff from institutes increased 9.3% over the
previous year.
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R&D Expenditure Growth over Time

Research Projects in CAS

Note: Graduate students,post-doctors,and visiting staff from outside were accounted as temporary staff.
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Research Papers, Patents and Achievements
Both quantity and quality of research papers were on the rise. In 2010, three major international
searching tools were used to search the papers published in 2009, and the result showed by them were
26,104 research papers with CAS scientific personnel as the first author were catalogued, 465
less than that of 2008. Among them, 14,202 papers were catalogued by SCI (extended version), 441
more than that of 2008, 9,267 papers were catalogued by EI, 297 more over 2008, and 2,635 papers
were catalogued by ISTP, 31.0% less than that of 2008.

Growth of Paper Publication over Time

Source: Center for Information Analysis, Institute of S&T Information of China
Note: 1.“Catalogued by major international indexes ” includes those papers catalogued by SCI, EI, ISTP.
2.Searched SCI paper has changed feom CD version to SCIE extended version since 1999.
3.Only papers with CAS scientific personnel as the first author were counted.

In 2009, 24,995 papers were cited by SCI (CD version), 1,711 more than that of 2008, and
in about 96,405 times (SCI recorded the citation of the papers written by CAS personnel during
2004-2008), increased by 22.7% over 2008. The cited frequency of papers in CAS was 3.86.
About 13,395 papers written by CAS scientific personnel were published by 1,946 domestic journals in
2009, 278 less than that of 2008.
[ 10 ] / CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
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Publication and Citation of Research Papers

The number of patent applications was increasing continuously in 2010. The CAS applied for 7,527
patents, including 330 foreign patent applications, up 20.97% over the previous year. Domestic
invention patent applications amounted to 6,608, an increase of 20.56%, utility model patent
applications amounted to 568 and design patents were 21.
A total of 3,406 patent licenses were granted, including 58 foreign patent licenses, and the total
number of patent licenses increased by 7.55% over the previous year. Domestic invention patent
licenses amounted to 2,731, utility model patent licenses 604 and design patent licenses 13.
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Number of Patents Applied and Granted in China
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Number of Patents Applied and Granted in China
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Strategic Planning
In March , 2010, the State Council reviewed the CAS report on the 2020 leapfrog development of
the Knowledge Innovation Program (KIP) and approved the CAS to further implement the KIP. In
2010, the CAS, well fulfilled major targets of the KIP Phase III and initiated the “Innovation 2020”
Program, through scientific planning, systematic evaluation and step-by-step boost.

Planning the “Innovation 2020” Program
In scheming the “Innovation 2020” Program, the CAS first specified its strategic orientation, by taking
“three major breakthroughs solving basic forefront scientific problems and key core technologies
concerning the over-all and long-term development of the country, major scientific problems of public
welfare relevance, strategic issues of advanced technology development” as the tasks for realizing
the CAS fundamental, strategic and forward-looking strategic targets; refined development goals
in seven aspects, namely strategic fields, development of disciplines, research institutes, talented
teams, collaborations and technology transfers, the role of a think tank and international cooperation;
deeply understood the national strategic need and the law of innovation so as to enrich and improve
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major reform and policy
measures; then exchanged
views with other governmental
departments for supportive
and guarantee policies on the
“Innovation 2020” Program in
order to make it more suitable
to national strategic needs and
compatible to related national
outlines.

Assessment of KIP
On a practical and realistic,
all-around, systematic and
multi-angular basis, the
assessment was carried out
in 100 units affiliated to the
CAS, in both ways of self
evaluation and exchange. A
total of 201 administrators at
both academy and institute
levels conducted on-line
reviews for 85 CAS research
institutes. For the innovation
bases, self-evaluation and
internal exchange were both
carried out, while a special
CAS consultation and appraisal
committee did a comprehensive
review on their overall
development. An Evaluation
Report on KIP (1998-2010)
was worked out as a result for
the whole assessment, based
on systematic summaries of
progress in all aspects made by

various departments of the headquarters.

Formulating Implementation Plans for
“Innovation 2020”
The CAS designed development goals of “Innovation 2020” and
transformed it into operable, achievable and checkable target tasks
in line with three phases of pilot initiation, focal breakthroughs
and overall leap-forward; defined 60 major tasks concerning five
aspects including creating first-class achievements, realizing
first-class management, building first-class teams, creating firstclass social benefits as well as policy support and guarantee,
with clear divisions of labor and responsibilities for each task;
took implementation of Strategic Priority Research Program,
construction of three kinds of research centers for basic and
forefront scientific research, strategic high technology research and
development, and major integrative scientific and technological
problems concerning public welfare, setting-up of regional
innovative clusters, choice of pilot institutes to be supported as
the first priorities to implement the “Innovation 2020”. After four
months’ efforts, the CAS reviewed and approved in July a general
implementation plan for the “Innovation 2020.”

Mobilizing the organization to implement Academy-wide "Innovation 2020 "
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Formulating CAS
Development
Program for the
12th Five-year Plan
Period

Development Program for the 12th Five-year Period, as well as 15
key and special plans covering areas from technological innovation
bases, talents, academic divisions, and infrastructure for research
and education. Besides, experts in various fields were organized
to take part in research and compilation of various national plans
and incorporated the CAS strategic planning into relevant national
scientific and technological tasks.

The CAS nailed down major
target tasks of the “Innovation
2020” during its 12th Fiveyear Plan period (2011-2015),
strengthened systematic
integration with national

Moreover, each institute affiliated to the CAS took initiatives in
planning its own “Innovation 2020” programs and development
plans for the 12th Five-year Period.

The CAS
Seminar on
implementing
"Innovation
2010"

planning, enhanced study and
estimates of planned objectives,
reinforced exchanges and
interactions of plans within
the academy and its institutes,
worked out roadmaps for
scientific and technological
development in key fields,
and issued the CAS Outline of
[ 16 ] / CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Piloting “Innovation 2020” Program
Centering on the target tasks at the pilot phase, the trial implement
of the “Innovation
2020” was
going smoothly,
with overall
arrangements
being finished and
breakthroughs
in key projects
achieved.
First of all, for
Strategic Priority
Research Program, and “three kinds of research centers” programs,
related procedures and standards of planning, demonstrating,
approving, managing and reviewing were established. With
the efforts of hundreds of research and management experts
and a series of argument and discussion, the first eight special
initiatives were specified in both science and technology goals
and technical routes, which made them more aligned with
the national science and technology plans and a more distinct
mechanism of organizational management. As one of the
strategic advanced science and technology projects, the “National

CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Center for Mathematics and
Interdisciplinary Sciences” was
officially set up in December
2010; four other projects
including “Future Advanced
Nuclear Fission Energy,” “Space
Science,” “Study of Stem-cell
and Regenerative Medicine”
and “Certification and Relevant
Issues of Carbon Budget in
Response to Climatic Change”
got their official approval; and
three more including “Study of
New Information Technology
for Sensing China,” “Key
Technology and Demonstration
for Clean, Efficient and
Cascade Utilization of Lowrank Coal” and “Demonstration
for Research, Development and
Application of Deep Resource
Exploration Technology” were
under preparation.
Secondly, regional innovation
clusters construction went
smoothly. Institutes in
respective regions were
organized to carry out
planning and priorities setting.
The Beijing Innovation and
Transformation Cluster has
preliminarily completed site
selection and construction
planning; organized and
introduced a number of pilot
and industrialized projects into

some local scientific research and transformation bases in both
Huairou District of Beijing and Binhai District of Tianjin; and
construction of the CAS Graduate School in Huairou was also well
underway.
The Shanghai Innovation and Transformation Cluster is aimed to
be a new platform for technology transfer, combining all the four
elements of programs, market, talents and capital to promote the
CAS role in innovation and technology transfer in the Yangtze
River Delta area. Construction of the Shanghai Pudong Science
Park was carried out as planned, and the three new institutions
including the Shanghai Institute for Advanced Studies, the Ningbo
Institute of Industrial Technology and the Haixi Research Institute
were also under preparation.
In the Guangdong South China Innovation and Transformation
cluster, the “One Park, One Corridor and One Network” project
was going quite well. They are namely, the technological
innovation park set up jointly with the Guangzhou Provincial
Government, the technological innovation corridor covering four
cities of Shenzhen, Dongguan, Guangzhou and Foshan in the
Pearl River Delta area, and the technological innovation network
covering the whole Guangdong Province.

State Councilor Liu Yandong attended the openning ceremony of the
National Center for Mathematics and Interdisciplinary Sciences.
ANNUAL REPORT
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3+5 Regional
Innovation Clusters

In 2010, all the five regional innovation clusters have carried out actively various cooperative
agreements, organized implementation of cooperative projects, built a number of research and
development centers, and transfer and transformation centers to promote integration of industries,
universities, and research institutes as well as transformation of technological achievements, which
strengthened the CAS’s relationship to regional innovation systems throughout the country.
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Academic
‘

Holding the 15th
Assembly of CAS
Members

The bi-annual assembly of
both the CAS and the CAE
(the Chinese Academy of
Engineering) members was
held in Beijing from June 7
to 10, 2010. President Hu
Jintao delivered a speech at the
opening ceremony of the 15th
Assembly of the CAS Members
and the 10th Assembly of the
CAE Members. In his speech,
President Hu called on both
the two academies’ members
and the science community
as a whole to exert efforts
to the social and economic
development. State Councilor
Liu Yandong attended the
meeting and gave a themed
speech on China’s science and
technology development. CAS

Divisions

President Lu Yongxiang, on behalf of the Presidium of the CAS
Academic Divisions, made a work report to the assembly.
The assembly also discussed the Academic Divisions’ work plan
for the 12th Five-year Period, arranged priorities in the coming
two years. Also being held during the assembly are the 2nd
annual Academic Conference of the CAS Academic Divisions, a
symposium in memory of the 55th anniversary of the founding of
the CAS Academic Divisions, and a CAS members counseling
meeting which was for discussion on “Strategic Study of Chinese
Disciplinary Development from 2011 to 2020.” The Tan Kah

Symposium in memory of the 55th anniversary of the founding of
the CAS Academic Divisions
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President Bai Chunli met with Professor
Alfred Y Cho, foreign member of CAS.

Kee Science Prize 2010 was awarded and foreign CAS member
certificates were granted to the newly elected in 2009. There was
also a roundtable meeting for the newly elected CAS members,
who discussed missions and responsibilities of the CAS Academic
Divisions as well as codes of act.

‘

Compiling the Outline of the 12th
Five-year Plan for the CAS Academic
Divisions

Based on thorough investigation and consultation from all CAS
members, the Academic Divisions worked out the Outline of the
12th Five-year Plan for the CAS Academic Divisions, scheming
out guidelines, strategic goals, major tasks, and management and
supporting measures for the work of the Academic Divisions in the
coming five years.
According to the outline, the strategic goals of the Academic
Divisions in the 12th Five-year Period are as follows: to serve
socialist modernization construction; to play an important role of
“locomotive” in the Chinese science and technology development
by functioning its decision consultation, academic guidance and
ethical model roles; to build the CAS Academic Divisions into the
[ 20 ] / CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

highest academic institution
that serves national decision
making and guides the public in
a scientific way, into the highest
academic institution of Chinese
science and technology that
possesses an active innovative
thinking and a rigorous
academic style, and into a
national scientific think tank
that is influential both at home
and abroad.

‘

Promoting
Strategic Study
on Disciplinary
Development
A joint program carried out
by the CAS together with
the National Natural Science
Foundation of China (NSFC)
“2011-2020 Strategic Studies on

CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

China’s Disciplinary Development”, about 19 reports will soon be
published. Moreover, the six academic divisions initiated programs
on strategic studies on disciplinary development covering 15 fields.

‘

Strengthening Decision-making
Consultation and Strategic Study
Focusing on major scientific and technological issues such as
“Global Climatic Change,” “System and Policy of Science and
Technology,” “Strategic Emerging Industries,” “Three Agricultural
Problems” and “Current Situations, Problems and Countermeasures
for Radiochemistry in China,” the Academic Divisions carried out
a series of strategic, forward-looking and comprehensive decisionmaking consultation and completed 29 consulting projects in 2010.
About 10 consulting reports and 13 proposals were submitted to
the State Council. A study on the “Large-scale Power Generation
Using Renewable Energy Resources” was carried out, together
with the Chinese Academy of Engineering, the National Academy
of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering both from
the United States, and a formal report was published. At the same
time, another study carried out by the four academies on the Smart
Grid was published, including 12 issues of Consultation Trends
and 144 research papers.

‘

Science Ethics
and Culture
Activities

Lots of commemorating
activities for the 55th
anniversary of the founding of
the CAS Academic Divisions
were held, including a forum
and an academic meeting in
memory of the 120th birthday
of Prof. Zhu Kezhen, and a
Seminar on Prof. Qian Xuesen’s
Science and Educational
Ideas. A series of publications
including biographies of CAS
members, codes of act in
scientific research, and books
on research integrity which was
translated, together with some
other governmental department,
from foreign publications were
made public. As for the “Science

Roundtable meeting of foreign
members during the Assembly
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and Culture Construction Project,” some 24 case study reports which
were issued by the World Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE)
were also collected.

‘

The Tan Kah Kee Science Award

The Tan Kah Kee Youth Science Award was set up. Both Chinese and
English websites for the Tan Kah Kee Science Award Foundation, as
well as the recommendation, evaluation and management systems
were built up. The Tan Kah Kee Science Awards 2010 was awarded to
five professors during the 15th Assembly of CAS Members in June, and
some public academic reports and lectures were organized to expose
the Award to more public awareness.

‘

Preparations for New CAS Member
Election in 2011
The Rules for Election of New CAS Members and the Methods for
Selecting Foreign Members of CAS were revised. Analyses on research

Foreign Members attending the Assembly

[ 22 ] / CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

field and age limits of CAS
members were updated.
The information system
for the new CAS members
election was improved,
and the new CAS members
election preparation was
well done for a new round
of election in 2011.
Investigation on how to
improve the membership
system was carried out:
a series of rules and
regulations such as the
Methods for Funding
Management of the
Academic Divisions, the
Rules for Working Meetings
of the Standing Committees
and Special Committees,
the Methods for Appraisal
in Bureau of CAS Members
and the Behavioral Codes
for Workers of Bureau of
CAS Members in Selecting
New CAS Members were
drafted, with some other
being revised.

CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Scientific ResearchDevelopment
Basic Science Research
BEPCII: peak luminosity 52 times higher than that of the BEPC
In 2010, the Beijing Spectrometer (BES) realized data acquisition for the first time while the storage
ring of the upgraded Beijing Electron Positron Collider (BEPCII) was working near the half integer
tune. On Dec. 25th, BEPCII’s peak luminosity reached 5.21×1032cm-2 s-1 at the Ψ (3770) energy range,
52 times higher than that before upgrade.
The integrated luminosity per day for the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF) came up to
21.7 pb-1, and the integrated luminosity in the week after the collision achieved 106.6 pb-1,which has
been the best since BEPCII resumed operation.

luminosity record
at 5.21×1032cm-2 s-1a
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Metallofullerene nanoparticles improves chemotherapy
Tumor resistance to chemotherapy is one of the obstacles to decline the therapeutic effects in clinic.
The metallofullerene nanoparticles may circumvent tumor resistance to cisplatin by NP-enhanced
endocytosis, thus increasing intracellular concentrations of cisplatin. It provides a new way to improve
the tumor sensitivity to chemotherapy, which was published in PNAS online.

Tumor growth is effectively inhibited by nanoparticles.
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Graphdiyne - a novel member of carbon family
A novel carbon allotrope—graphdiyne film with a large area of 3.61cm2 is successfully synthesized on
the surface of copper. The conductivity of graphdiyne film is 10 -4 Sm-1. It is a novel member of carbon
family, following the discovery of the fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, and graphene. The graphdiyne is
expected to be applied in the fields of superconductivity, electron, energy, as well as photo-electricity
and so on, and the idea of carbon-rich molecules featuring tunable structural and optoelectronic
properties for next-generation electronic and opto-electronic devices.
Team leader: Prof. LI Yuliang, CAS Key Laboratory of Organic Solids, Institute of Chemistry

Graphdiyne - a novel member
of carbon family
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Ion track templates and electrochemical
deposition provide a high f lexibility on
turning nanomaterials’ structures
In collaboration with German colleagues, researchers
at the Institute of Modern Physics found out that
the combined method of ion track template and
electrochemical deposition provided a high flexibility
on turning nanomaterials’ structures. Using the
method, metallic, semiconductor, and conductive
polymer nanowires have been successfully
synthesized and their mechanical, optical, electrical
and magnetic properties have been investigated.
The mechanical results on polycrystalline gold and
copper nanowires experimentally evidence the antiHall-Petch effects predicted by theory. In addition,
it was realized to controll fabrication of gold and
copper nanowires with turned crystallinity and
crystallographic orientations. It was published in
Nanotechnology.

Snapshot of nanotechweb.org’s report

Contact:Prof. Dr. Jie Liu , j.liu@impcas.ac.cn;

Gravity: fundamental or entropic?
In the beginning of 2010, E. Verlinde proposed that gravity is
an entropic force, and the change of entropy leads to gravity.
A research team led by Prof. Cai Ronggen with the Institute
of Theoretical Physics, derived the Friedamnn equations
describing the evolution of the universe from the point of view
of gravity as an entropic force (Phys. Rev. D 81:061501,2010).
Their colleague Prof. Li Miao found that the viewpoint of
entropic force could also explain the accelerated expansion of
the universe. However, another global holographic screen has to
be introduced in this picture (Phys. Lett. B 687:243-247, 2010).
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The gravitational field produced by a point
mass M can be described by information
on the holographic screen. The gravity
on the point m comes from the change of
information (entropy) on the screen.
(E. Verlinde, arXiv: 1001.0785)
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Precursor film in dynamic wetting,
electro-wetting and electro-elastocapillarity

Molecular dynamics simulations track the behavior
of a precursor film as a water droplet (red and white)
wrapped in graphene (blue) spreads on gold.

Scientists with the Institute of Mechanics
employed a combined method of molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations and molecular
kinetic theory in their research. For the first time,
they revealed PF behaviors in dynamic processes
of wetting and electro-wetting. Also for the first
time, EEC was proposed and realized using
MD simulations. The dynamic process of EEC
shows not only PF’s fundamental roles in electrowetting, but potential applications in the field of
nano/micro drug delivery. It was published as a
cover paper in Physical Review Letters on June
16, 2010.
Team leader: Prof. Zhao Yapu,
yzhao@imech.ac.cn

VLBI Technique Applied to
Satellite Orbit Determination
in Chang’E-1 and Chang’E-2
Mission
VLBI subsystem of orbit
measurement in Chinese lunar
exploration project, which was
undertaken by the Shanghai
Astronomical Observatory, was
set up in 2007. It participated
in the orbit determination of
Chang’E-1 and Chang’E-2
satellites, which contributed
to the tracing measurement of

Chang'e II mission center field VLBI
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orbiting phase, sending VLBI measurement
data and orbit parameters to the Beijing
Aerospace Command and Control, and played
an important role in the success of satellite
capture by the Moon and lunar exploration.
Till 2010, the VLBI orbit measurement
subsystem has met and surpassed each
technical requirement and fulfilled the orbit
measurement in all stages successfully.

The first anti-hypernucleus in
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider: Antihypertriton
Collaborated with the US Brookhaven
National Laboratory, scientists with the
Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics
observed the first anti-matter hypernucleus
- anti-hypertriton with the STAR detector.
It is a bound state which is made of one
anti-proton, one anti-neutron and one antiLambda. This is the heaviest anti-nucleus so
far as well as is the first nucleus with antistrange particle and may massively exist in
very early stage of the universe.

Update of the bPL long wave time service
system and independent time service
In updating the BPL Long Wave Time Service
System, researchers from the National Time
Service Center have upgraded new functions of
the data modulation and transmission, time code
and all the other time information, and added the
user's BPL receiver automatic timing (Independent
Timing) into the original system. A new solidstate transmitter system was developed, with the
broadcast control system, antenna radiator and
broadcast room updated. The new system is now
fully compatible with the Chang'e II Navigation
System, and running smoothly.

Team leader: Prof. Ma Yugang, ygma@sinap.
ac.cn and Prof. Chen Jinhui, chenjinhui@
sinap.ac.cn
Solid-state transmitter system

Introducing a new class of operator
algebras
A typical event in the STAR detector that includes the production and
decay of a anti-hypertriton candidate: (Left) with the beam axis normal to
the page, (Right) with the beam axis horizontal. The dashed black line is
the trajectory of the anti-hypertriton candidate, which cannot be directly
measured. The heavy red and blue lines are the trajectories of the anti3He and pi+ decay daughters, respectively, which are directly measured.
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A new class of operator algebras is introduced
by Prof. Ge Liming and Dr. Yuan Wei, with the
Academy of Mathematics and Systems Science.
The work revealed some deep connections
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between continuous (non-commutative)
geometry and classical geometry. According
to Kadison and Singer, two world famous
mathematicians, their work constitutes
an extremely important advance in the
field of operator algebras, and opens up a
new and very promising area of research.
Further work on this exciting class of
operator algebras will lead to new insights
for some longstanding open problems, such
as invariant subspace problem, in the field.
Related results were published in two papers
in PNAS.

New class of operator algebras

High-performance carbon nanotube fibers
Base on the controllable growth of spinnable carbon nanotube (CNT) arrays, scientists in the Suzhou
Institute of Nano-Tech and Nano-Bionics studied the spinning technique and enhancement mechanism
of CNT fibers, with a result of fibers at diameter of 3-20μm and specific strength of 2.8N/tex, stronger
than traditional ones, and flexible and easy to be functionalized. By coating metal nanoparticles, the
fibers have metal-like electricity conductivities, and can be used for high-strength composites and
electrically-actuated composite films with switchable transparency. They got five Chinese patents, five
papers published on international journals, and contributed a chapter in Carbon Nanotubes and Their
Applications by Pan Stanford Publishing.
Team leader: Prof. Li Qingwen, qwli2007@sinano.ac.cn
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Development of optical
frequency standard based
on single trapped and
cooled ion
The Wuhan Institute of Physics
and Mathematics is one of the
early institutes engaged in ion
storage research. Research
group led by Prof. Gao Kelin
developed ion trapping,
laser cooling and transition
measurement et al. A single
calcium ion can be laser cooled
and trapped steadily in a
miniature Paul trap up to 13
days. They also developed a
narrow line-width laser locked
to the ion’s clock transition.
Clock transition uncertainty
was measured and reached the
10-14 level (same level done by
the Japanese scientists with
cold calcium ion) and the 10 -15
level (similar level done by the
Austrian Innsbruck University
with ultra cold calcium ion).

Design syntheses and properties of oxo clusters
Prof. Yang Guoyu’s group in the Fujian Institute of Research on the
Structure of Matter, in researching syntheses and properties of oxo
clusters, has not only extended the lacunary substituted reactions
from aqueous syntheses to hydrothermal synthetic systems,
but developed some synthetic strategies to make oxo clusters
containing transition metals, lanthanides and main group elements.
These strategies possess important directions for syntheses of
catalytic, magnetic and nonlinear optical materials, respectively.
They have published more than 130 research papers in international
journals, and contributed two chapters in two books.

Topological Insulators
Researchers from the Institute of Physics predicted that tetradymite
topological insulators Bi2Te3, Bi2Se3, and Sb2Te3 doped with Cr or
Fe should support the quantized anomalous Hall (QAH) effect, a
kind of quantum Hall effect without external magnetic field and
corresponding Landau levels. Experimental realization of the long
sought-after QAH insulator state may pave the way for the future
electronics and spintronics with dissipationless transport. It was
published in Science.

Development of optical
frequency standard based on a
single trapped and cooled ion
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Team leader: Prof. Fang Zhong, zfang@aphy.iphy.ac.cn and Prof.
Dai Xi, daix@aphy.iphy.ac.cn
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Meanwhile, the single-crystalline and
atomically smooth Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, and Sb2Te3
films were also fabricated with molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) technique. These MBE-grown
topological insulator films with high quality
are of high importance for further research and
applications of topological insulators. This was
published in Nature Physics and in Advance
Material.
Contact: kehe@iphy.ac.cn

Nanophotonics: Forbidden Light

Forbidden light: anomalous molecular
optoelectronic effects by resonant
nanocavity plasmons

(A)-(C) The subbands crossing as function of exchange field
for Cr-doped Bi2Se3 films with 3, 4, and 5QL thickness. (D)
The calculated quantized anomalous Hall effect.

MBE growth
of Bi2Te3.
a) The
schematic
crystal
structure
of Bi2Te3.
b) RHEED
patterns
of Bi2Te3
film. c) STM
image of
the film.
d) ARPES
spectra.

Control of radiative properties of molecules
near metals is a key issue for light
manipulation at the nanoscale. Through
building up a scanning tunneling microscope
combined with single-photon detectors,
researchers at University of Science and
Technology of China discovered new
nanoscale optoelectronic effects by tuning
molecular photonics states via resonant
nanocavity plasmons, namely, molecular
hot electroluminescence, upconversion
electroluminescence, and dramatic spectral
shaping. The highly confined nanocavity
plasmons can behave like a coherent optical
source, and can be used to actively control
the radiative channels of molecular emitters
through resonance enhancement on both
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excitation and emission. These findings go
beyond Kasha’s rule and Franck-Condon
distribution, unveil the coherent character of
plasmonic near-fields, and may be useful for the
development of plasmonic lasers and nanoscale
optoelectronic integration. It was published in
Nature Photonics on Jan. 10, 2010.
Team leader: Prof. Dong Zhenchao, zcdong@
ustc.edu.cn

Experimental free-space quantum
teleportation over 16 km
Quantum teleportation is central to practical
realization of quantum communication.
The unique property for transferring
quantum information makes it the heart
of quantum repeater, which enables to
extend quantum communication network
to arbitrary long distances. Scientists from
the University of Science and Technology of
China and Tsinghua University have made
a breakthrough to implement an open-air
information transfer over 16 km, which is 20
times longer than previous world record. The
resulting quality of the teleported quantum
information is obtained with an average
fidelity nearly 90%, well beyond the classical
limit of 2/3. The result sufficiently confirms
feasibility of space-based experiment through
satellites, as the transmission loss of a link
directly upwards to a satellite is comparable to
only 5 - 8 km horizontal distance on ground,
therefore represents an important step towards
quantum-communication applications on a
global scale.
It was published in Nature Photonics on May
16, 2010 (cover story)
Contact person: Dr. Pan Jianwei, pan@ustc.
edu.cn
The cover of Nature Photonics for June 2010 Vol.4,
No.6 issue. The cover story reports the progress
entitled by “Long-range quantum teleportation”
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Gamma ray spectrometer for CE-2
The Gamma Ray Spectrometer made by the Purple Mountain Observatory is one of the main payload
on Chang’e-2 satellite, with more improved characteristics than that on CE-1. It's the first time that a
new type scintillator is used in deep space mission in the world. The energy resolution is three times
better than that on board CE-1, with twice higher sensitivity. Data received so far shows obviously
better quality than its early version after preliminary analysis. Also collected is the background data
during the process flying to the moon. In the beginning 24 hours orbiting the moon, eight elements
namely K, Th, Mg, Si, Al, O, Ti, and Ca already showed up in the results.

Life Sciences and Biotechnology Research
Regulatory mechanism of the
phagocytic receptor CED-1 during
apoptotic cell clearance
Using the nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans as a model organism, Prof. Yang
Chonglin’s group in the Institute of Genetics
and Developmental Biology has revealed
a regulatory mechanism of phagocytic
receptor(s) in the process of apoptotic cell
removal. They found that the C. elegans
intracellular protein sorting complex,
retromer, regulates cell corpse clearance by
mediating the recycling of the phagocytic
receptor CED-1. Retromer was recruited
to the surfaces of phagosomes containing
cell corpses and its loss of function caused
defective cell corpse removal. In the absence
of retromer function, CED-1 associated
with lysosomes and failed to recycle from
phagosomes and cytosol to the plasma
membrane. These findings establish a
previously unknown function of retromer

in apoptotic cell clearance and reveal a novel
mechanism by which the phagocytic receptor
CED-1 is regulated. It was published in Science.
Team leader: Prof. Yang Chonglin, clyang@
genetics.ac.cn
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Neural mechanism
underlying Drosophila
preference behavior
A team from the Institute of
Biophysics found that inhibiting
or activating two pairs of
NP394 neurons in central brain
using Gal4/UAS technique
could switch the larval
preference between light and
darkness. Using histological
techniques, especially the newly
developed GRASP technique,
the two pairs of NP394 neurons
were proved to form synapses
with and directly receive
input from pdf neurons which
receive direct inputs from the
larval visual sensory neurons.
Functional calcium imaging
data further showed that
killing the pdf neurons actually
enhanced NP394 neuron’s
response to visual stimulation,
suggesting that pdf neurons play
an inhibitory role on NP394
neurons’ response to light and
there exist other neurons that
deliver visual input to NP394
neurons. This study revealed
the neural basis underlying
larval light preference. It was
published in Science.
Team leader: Dr. Gong Zhefeng,
zfgong@moon.ibp.ac.cn;
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Mechanisms produce asymmetry in the division of stem
cells
Using Drosophila ovarian stem
cells as a model system, researchers
at the Institute of Zoology have
identified a mechanism involving
Fused (Fu), a serine/threonine kinase,
which regulates Hedgehog (Hh)
signaling, functions in concert
with Smurf to promote the
proper turnover of Thickveins (Tkv), and generates a steep
gradient of BMP activity between GSCs and CBs. In addition, it
was also found that the roles of Fu in regulating the BMP/TGFb
signaling pathway are conserved in zebrafish during embryonic
development and in human cell cultures. This work was published
in Cell.
Team leader: Prof. Chen Dahua, chendh@ioz.ac.cn

Progress of IPA research
The development of new plant types or ideal plant architecture
(IPA), has been proposed as a means to enhance rice yield
potential. Scientists of the Institute of Genetics and Developmental
Biology, in collaboration with their partners, identified a semi-
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dominant quantitative trait locus, Ideal Plant Architecture 1 (IPA1), which profoundly changes rice
plant architecture and substantially enhances rice grain yield. It is regulated by miRNA156 in vivo.
Their results demonstrate that a point mutation in IPA1 perturbs miRNA156-directed regulation of
IPA1, generating an ideal rice plant that exhibits a reduced tiller number, increased lodging resistance
and enhanced grain yield. This may help improve rice grain yield by breeding new elite rice varieties.
It was published in Nature Genetics.
Team leader: Prof. Li Jiayang, jyli@genetics.ac.cn
(a) Neighbor-joining tree constructed from simple
matching distance of all SNPs. Red, indica; blue,
japonica; purple, intermediate. (b) Comparison of allele
frequencies between indica and japonica. For each SNP,
we identified the minor allele across…

Genome-wide association studies of 14
agronomic traits in rice landraces
Scientists in the Institute of Plant Physiology
and Ecology of the Shanghai Institutes for
Biological Sciences identified ~3.6 million
SNPs by sequencing 517 rice landraces and
constructed a high-density haplotype map of
the rice genome using a novel data-imputation
method. They performed genome-wide
association studies (GWAS) for 14 agronomic
traits in the population of Oryza sativa indica
subspecies. The loci identified through GWAS
explained ~36% of the phenotypic variance, on
average. The peak signals at six loci were tied
closely to previously identified genes. It was
published in Nature Genetics.

Constructing a rice HapMap for GWAS with
low-fold sequencing.

Team leader: Prof. Han Bin, bhan@ncgr.ac.cn

Breakthrough in the mechanism and
technology of induced pluripotent stem
cells field

Genome-wide association studies of grain
width in rice.

Scientists in the Guangzhou Institutes of
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The obtained Oct4-iPSCs can contribute to chimeric
mice (big) and germline transmission (small)

Biomedcine and Health revealed the mechanism
of how reprogramming process was initiated
during the generation of induced pluripotent stem
cells. The study showed that four reprogramming
factors (Oct4/Sox2/Klf4/c-Myc) orchestrated to
initiate mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition (MET)
by suppressing snail, key transcription factor
of fibroblast, and blunting TGFb signaling, and
activating epithelial markers expression. Therefore,
reprogramming factors start somatic reprogramming
through MET. It was published in Cell Stem Cell.
Based on this, they compared the function of the
reprogramming factors and found that only Klf4
play a key role to initiate epithelial markers, and
could be replaced by BMPs. In light of that, Oct4
was established sufficiently to reprogramming
mouse adult fibroblasts into pluripotency at the first
time. The obtained Oct4-iPSCs can contribute to
chimeric mice and germline transmission. This is
the first report that somatic reprogramming can be
induced by only one factor.
Team leader: Prof. Pei Duanqing, pei_duanqing@
gibh.ac.cn

Therapeutic effect of anti-HER2/
neu antibody depends on both
innate and adaptive immunity
Anti-HER2/neu antibody therapy is
reported to mediate tumor regression
by interrupting oncogenic signals and/
or inducing FcR-mediated cytotoxicity.
A team in the Institute of Biophysics
demonstrated that the mechanisms of
tumor regression by this therapy also
require the adaptive immune response.
Activation of innate immunity and T
cells, initiated by antibody treatment,
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Antitumor effect of antibody depends on both FcR and
adaptive immune system
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was necessary. Intriguingly, the addition of
chemotherapeutic drugs, although capable
of enhancing the reduction of tumor burden,

Therapeutic Effect of Anti-Neu Antibody Depends on
Endogenous Danger Signals

could abrogate antibody-initiated immunity
leading to decreased resistance to rechallenge
or earlier relapse. Increased influx of both
innate and adaptive immune cells into the tumor
microenvironment by a selected immunotherapy
further enhanced subsequent antibody-induced
immunity, leading to increased tumor eradication
and resistance to rechallenge. This study
proposes a model and strategy for anti-HER2/
neu antibody-mediated tumor clearance. It was
published in Cancer Cell.
Team leader: Prof. Wang Shengdian, sdwang@
moon.ibp.ac.cn

Administration of chemotherapeutics after antibody
treatment enhances primary tumor reduction but
reduces immunity induced by anti-neu antibody

Crystal structure of the carnitine transporter
CaiT is a membrane antiporter that catalyzes the exchange of
L-carnitine with γ-butyrobetaine across the E. coli membrane. Prof.
Jiang's Tao group at the Institute of Biophysics had successfully
determined the crystal structure of CaiT at 3.15 Å resolution. CaiT
was crystallized as a homotrimer complex, in which each protomer
contained 12 transmembrane (TM) helices and four L-carnitine
molecules outlining the transport pathway across the membrane. The
monomer of CaiT adopt an intermediate state between inward-facing
and outward-facing conformation. Mutagenesis studies revealed a

(a) A ribbon diagram of the overall
structure of CaiT, viewed parallel to the
plane of the membrane. (b) The CaiT
structure viewed from the periplasmic
side. Four bound l-carnitine molecules
are shown using a stick model.

primary binding site at
the centre of the protein
and a secondary substratebinding site at the bottom
of the intercellular
vestibule, which provide
mechanistic insights into
the association between
substrate translocation and
the conformational changes
of CaiT.
This work was published
in Nature Structural &
Molecular Biology
Team leader: Prof. Jiang
Tao, tjiang@sun5.ibp.ac.cn
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China’s first genetically
engineered rhesus
monkey

Structural Analyses of the 2009 Pandemic H1N1
Swine-origin Influenza A Virus Hemagglutinin (HA)
and Neuraminidase (NA)
Crystal structure analyses of 2009 pandemic HA (09H1) and
NA (09N1) by scientists in the Institute of Microbiology found
that: 1) 09H1 is highly similar to the 1918 pandemic H1, which
partially explaining why young persons were much easier to be
infected than the elders; 2) 09N1 is phylogenetically classified
into group 1 and there is an extra cavity called 150-cavity in
the active site of typical group 1 members. 09N1 lacks the
150-cavity which implies that the designing drugs targeting to
the 150-cavity may be less effective or even do not work on the
2009 pandemic H1N1. These studies were published in Protein
& Cell and Nature Structural & Molecular Biology.
Team leader: Prof. Gao Fu, gaof@im.ac.cn

Comparison
of the active
cavity sites in all
neuraminidase
subtypes for
which structures
have been solved
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Led by Prof. Ji Weizhi in
the Kunming Institute of
Zoology, CAS scientists
had bred the country's first
genetically engineered rhesus
monkey, a step that could
speed up the development of
cures for diseases ranging
from cancer to Alzheimer's.
Scientists used green
fluorescent protein (GFP), a
substance that was originally
isolated from a jellyfish
and is now commonly
used as a biotech marker,
and implanted transgenic
embryos in the uteri of
surrogate mother monkeys.
The success could eventually
lead to the cultivation of lab
monkeys that can be infected
with human diseases and
studied. It was published in
PNAS.
Contact: Niu Yuyu, niuyy@
mail.kiz.Dr.ac.cn
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Frog evolution tracks
rise of Himalayas
and rearrangement of
Southeast Asia
Prof. Zhang Yaping from
the Kunming Institute of
Zoology, and his partners,
conducted a genetic analysis
spiny frog from the tribe Paini
endemic to Asia. It is the first
large-scale paleogeographic
reconstruction of the IndoAsian collision zone using
a biological approach. Their
study suggests that multistage uplift (thickening)
events in different regions
along Tibet and the Himalayas
and a strike-slip extrusion
affecting Indochina both
happened due to the IndoAsia collision, which fit well
with present conception of
frog biogeography. A distinct
geographic and climatic
transition in Asia beginning in
the Oligocene and intensifying
in the Miocene was
hypothesized; this stimulated
rapid diversification of Paini.
As a cover paper, this research
was published in PNAS.
Team leader: Prof. Zhang
Yaping, zhangyp@mail.kiz.
ac.cn
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Middle school students taking psychological test

Psychological health condition of the
Chinese people
Psychologists, led by Professors Zhang Kan and
Zhang Jianxin, from the Institute of Psychology
first time described the psychological health
condition of Chinese people, structure of
psychological health, influencing factors and
submitted their report to national decisionmakers. The Chinese Psychological Health Scale
consists of constructs selected specifically in
consideration of Chinese culture. Versions of the
Scale were designed for different age groups, and
psychometric properties were testified. Mental
health levels and influencing factors among urban
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populations had been systematically evaluated
using a national sample.
The Chinese Inventory of Psychological Harmony
was the first measurement of psychological
harmony among Chinese population. The
Inventory has been used in analyzing and
comparing the data of national samples in
normal circumstance, natural disasters and social
incidents. The results indicated the measurement
can be used to predict group attitude and social
behavior of Chinese people.
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Large-scale Cultivation of
Kiwifruit New Cultivars
The National Kiwifruit Germplasm
Repository in Wuhan has the most
abundant resources of kiwifruit
germplasm collected worldewide in
the Wuhan Botanical Garden, and it is
the first national germplasm repository
in the CAS. Twelve superior cultivars
were released and 20 more superior ones
have been selected, making it one of the
two international kiwifruit germplasm
innovation centres. The yellow-fleshed
A. chinensis cultivar Jintao has become
the first crop cultivar and is reforming
the global industrial pattern of kiwifruit
through plant variety right transfer
worldwide. Up to now, total planted area
of Jintao has reached 1,000 ha globally,
accounting for 9.4% of the world acreage
for new kiwifruit cultivars. Total planted
area of other new good storage-life
kiwifruit cultivar Jinyan has reached
more than 700 ha in China.
Team leader: Dr. Huang Hongwen
huanghw@mail.scbg.ac.cn

National kiwifruit germplasm repository

New recombinant microbe in lysine production
In collaboration with a local company, the Shanghai Center of Industrial Biotechnology with the
Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences has developed a new generation of recombinant microbe
for lysine production. This new recombinant has better performance. Patents were applied and help
the company pass 337 reviews, access overseas market and generate around 1 billion RMB of sales
annually.
Contac: Dr. Yang Sheng, syang@sibs.ac.cn
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Biological production of
D-hydroxyphenylglycine
started in Zhejiang
The Huzhou Center of
Industrial Biotechnology (CIBI)
affiliated to the Shanghai
Institutes for Biological
Sciences (SIBS) actively
involved in exploring new
mechanisms in translating
industrial biotechnologies
into commercial applications,
which enabled the industrial
production of a series of highvalue-added fine chemicals
through biological routes. Based
on a patent from the (SIBS),
CIBT has developed technology
for the biological production
of D-hydroxyphenylglycine.
This attracted investment and
enabled the establishment
of a biological engineering
company, which will spend
200 million RMB to set up
a production facility with an
annual capacity of 4000 metric
tons.

Saccharopolyspora erythraea has been made by scientists in the
Shanghai Institute of Organic Chemistry. Systematical modulation
of the over-expression of the tailoring biosynthetic steps led to biotransformation of the impurities into the active component, whose
production and purity were therefore improved at the fermentation
stage. The newly resulting recombinants have been tested for the
practical application at a pharmaceutical company, showing the
great potential in industry to simplify the downstream purification
process and to lower the product cost and environmental concerns.

A new variety of spring wheat
A new variety of spring wheat named Plateau 412 was developed
by Prof. Chen Zhiguo and his group in the Northwest Institute of
Plateau Biology. They did the regional trial of northwest spring
wheat in 2007 and 2008. The average yields were 184.6 kg per mu
and 271.5 kg per mu respectively, increases of 14.0% and 6.23%
compared with Dingxi 35. As the result of the production trial in
2008, the average yield was 222.5 kg per mu, a 10.1% increase over
Dingxi 35.
Team leader: Prof. Chen Zhiguo, zgchen@nwipb.ac.cn

Contact: Dr. Yang Sheng,
syang@sibs.ac.cn

Genetic Engineering of the
Industrial Erythromycinproducing Strain
Significant progress in genetic
engineering of the industrial
erythromycin-producing strain
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The Plateau 412 spring wheat
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Progress in the industrialization of polymer-grade lactic acid production
High cost and low optical purity hinder the industrialization of lactic acid. The two key
obstacles were solved by researchers from the Institute of Microbiology. L-Lactic acid and
D-lactic acid fermentation concentration exceed 200 g/L respectively, which are the highest
levels to date and also are the first examples of organic acid fermentation with production titer
above 200 g/L. The product grades meet the polymerization requirements. The optically pure
L-lactic acid production line with 10,000 tons/year capacity was built up, and a production line
with 30,000 tons/year capacity is going to be built up during the the 12th Five-year Plan period.
Contact: Dr. Yu Bo, yub@im.ac.cn

Modern sustainable agricultural pilot project
A modern sustainable agricultural pilot project was initiated in 2009, aiming to increase crop
production with green agricultural technologies. Researchers from seven CAS institutes participated
in with their green agricultural technologies, in conjunction with mechanized farming in the local
farms in northeast China. With an average 20% increase of yield in 2010, total output and average
profits in the four pilot farms increased by 11% and 8.3%. This pilot project is thus considered as a
model of modern sustainable agriculture in northeastern China, and led to a formal agreement of
cooperation with local farms in October.
Team leader: Prof. Sun Jianghua, sunjh@ioz.ac.cn

Modern machines in local farms of northeast China
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Resources and Environmental Science and Technology
Seismic migration imaging of multiples
Realizing migration imaging with multiples is a dream for seismic exploration. Prof. Chang Xu and
her colleagues in the Institute of Geology and Geophysics proposed a novel seismic migration imaging
approach denoted as reverse time migration of multiples to make the dream come true. The group
explains the physical meaning of multiple imaging, and offers a mathematical proof using migration
of multiples. A numerical example applied to Sigsbee2B demonstrates the approach is valid for subsalt
imaging, and the imaging results are very promising. It would be available for the complex structures
such as rugged sea bottom and complicated tectonic pattern imaging.
Team leader:Prof. Chang Xu, changxu@mail.igcas.ac.cn

The Lopingian Series of China and end-Permian mass extinction
Based on the excellent exposures of Permian-Triassic boundary strata in China, the late Professor
Jin Yugan and his colleagues of the Najing Institute of Geology and Palaeontology carried out such
broad spectrum of studies as paleontological, geochemical, geochronological, sedimentological, and
statistical aspects to establish a new international chronostratigraphical framework of the Permian
System and the Lopingian Series of China. They first recognized a two-phase extinction model for the
largest extinction event during the Phanerozoic,
proved it as a catastrophic event triggered by
a rapid deterioration of the environment based
on multidisciplinary high-resolution studies
and unraveled the extinction process and
environmental background. The results represent
a breakthrough among the studies of the endPermian mass extinction and the Lopingian
Series of China and the research group was
awarded a Second Prize of the National Natural
Science Awards in 2010.
Contant: Prof. Shen Shuzhong, szshen@nigpas.
ac.cn
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End-Permian mass extinction pattern at the Meishan section,
Zhejiang
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Discovery of dinosaur feather colors and early
feathers development
Discovered the first evidence of dinosaur feather colors and
revealed the development of early feathers. Prof. Zhang
Fucheng’s team from the Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology
and Paleoanthropology (IVPP) has discovered two types of
melanosomes in birds and feathered dinosaurs from Jehol biota
in China. It was published in Nature.
Team leader: Prof. Zhang Fucheng, zhangfucheng@ivpp.ac.cn

Feathers of two Similicaudipteryx
specimens

Recent study on the varied
morph type of feathers
from feathered dinosaurs
Similicaudipteryx,
discovered from Western
Liaoning by Prof. Xu Xing
from the IVPP and his
colleagues, suggested that
at the early stage of feather
evolution, the development
of feathers morphology in
dinosaurs was much more
flexible and varied than one
would expect from what we
know of feathers in extant
birds. It was published in
Nature.
Team leader: Prof. Xu Xing,
xu.xing@ivpp.ac.cn
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Continent-continental
collision geodynamics
of Tibetan plateau and
diversity of the in-depth
escape flow mechanism
Research groups from the
Institute of Geology and
Geophysics and the Institute
of Tibetan Plateau Research
carried out active and passive
source seismic profiling to
image the Moho (the crustmantle boundary) and the LAB
(the Lithosphere-Asthenosphere
Boundary) of the plateau.
These studies defined the
collision boundary between
the Indian and Asian plates
and its dynamic process, where
the lead edge of the subducted
Indian plate are Tarim basin
and the eastern syntaxis from
west to east; and propose
a new mountain building
mechanism with the interaction
between deep process and the
shallow tectonic responses
to explain Longmenshan’s
high topography gradient,
put forward the two stages
deformation model of
interaction and deformation
between the East Tibetan
escaping flow and Sichuan
basin, and provides geophysical
evidence of two channels
crustal flow beneath the eastern
syntaxis of Tibetan plateau.
Related results were published
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in PNAS, Nature-Geoscience and EPSL.

Vortex genesis over the Bay of Bengal in spring and its
role in the onset of the Asian Summer Monsoon
Physical processes associated with the Asian summer monsoon
onset were examined using multi-source datasets. In spring
southward-moving cold air from the Arabian anticyclone overlaps
the cross-equatorial inertial flow, inducing pronounced sea surface
sensible heating to the atmosphere south of India where the inertial
trough is located, resulting in enhancement and transformation of
the inertial trough. Consequently, particles ahead of the inertial
trough move northward in the form of cyclonic curvature and
enter the region above the Bay of Bengal (BOB) warm-pool. This
cyclonic flow then converges with the easterly of the southern side
of the anticyclone occurring over the northern BOB. The warm
ocean releases large sensible heating to the atmosphere to create
net available potential energy, which in turn is transformed to
atmospheric kinetic energy, thereby generating the BOB Monsoon
Onset Vortex (MOV). As the MOV migrates northward to the
warm-pool it develops quickly, leading to active convection over
the eastern BOB and the Asian summer monsoon onset. It was
published in Sci China Earth Sci.
Team leader: Prof. Wu Guoxiong, gxwu@lasg.iap.ac.cn

Schematic diagram shows that strong ocean-atmosphere-land interaction
in the northern Indian Ocean and tropical Asian area during spring is a
fundamental factor that induces the genesis and development of a monsoon
onset vortex over the Bay of Bengal, with the vortex in turn triggering onset of
the Asian summer monsoon.
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Corrosion protection of offshore steel structure
In cooperation with the Institute of Metal Research, Prof. Hou
Baorong’s group in the Institute of Oceanology resolved severe
corrosion knotty problems about offshore steel structure and
reinforced concrete construction used in splash zone. They
developed a petrolatum multilayer coating anti-corrosion
technology, which has been widely used in anti-corrosion for the
cold spraying surface of offshore steel structure and nano-coating
surface, and anti-corrosion and recovery techniques for coated
reinforced concrete construction. About 19 demonstration projects
were carried out in offshore structure in China, such as the liquid
chemical wharf of Qingdao Harbour and the coal wharf of Rizhao
Harbour, with a demonstration area larger than 60,000 square
meters, resulted in 11 invention patents granted and 11 national and
enterprise standards established.

Corrosion rate of offshore steel

Evaluation of resources
and environment Carrying
Capacity for Post-Disaster
Reconstruction in Yushu
and Zhouqu
Led by the Chinese Academy
of Sciences, Evaluation Report
of Resources and Environment
Carrying Capacity for PostEarthquake Reconstruction in
Yushu was completed with the
joint efforts of the Ministry
of Land and Resources, the
Ministry of Environmental
Protection, the Ministry of
Housing and Urban-Rural
Development, the Ministry of
Water Resources, the China
Earthquake Administration,
and the China Meteorological
Administration. Similarly,
Evaluation Report of Resources
and Environment Carrying
Capacity for Post-Disaster
Reconstruction in Zhouqu was
finished with the cooperation of
Gansu province, the Ministry
of Land and Resources, the
Ministry of Water Resources,
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the Ministry of Housing and
Urban-Rural Development,
the China Earthquake
Administration, the State
Forestry Administration,
the China Meteorological
Administration, the State
Bureau of Surveying and
Mapping, and the Ministry
of Environmental Protection,
etc. The two reports provide
important basis and guidance
for post-disaster reconstruction
planning and sustainable
development of the disasterstricken areas in the long run.
The basic framework of the immune system of shrimp

Eanthquake-skriken area in Yushu

Infection and immunity
of major pathogens in
maricultured animals and
immunological control for
diseases
Prof. Xiang Jianhai at the
Institute of Oceanology and
his research group of a five[ 48 ] / CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

year 973 project Study on Etiology and Immunological
Control of Critical Diseases in Maricultured Shrimp and
Fish investigated mechanism of the pathogens infection,
structures and characteristics of the host immune systems
and looked for novel disease control approaches for important
maricultured animals. The pathogenetic and epidemic
mechanisms of white spot syndrome virus (WSSV) of shrimp
and Iridovirus and Vibrio in fish have been clarified. The
anti-infection immune mechanism of aquatic animals has
been revealed. Some multivalent vaccines strategies for fish
disease control and novel control approaches against shrimp
WSSV were developed. More than 300 papers were published
in the international journals and 56 invention patents were
applied and 25 granted, which laid a solid theoretical basis
and developed methodological guidance for disease control of
aquatic animals.
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Ecological environment and bio-resources in Sanya Bay and adjacent
waters
The project on the ecological environment and bio-resources in the Sanya Bay has been
conducted for more than 20 years by the South China Sea Institute of Oceanology. The
research focused on species diversity, geographical distribution and temporal pattern
of biological communities, bio-resources change, and carbon and nitrogen flux in the
food chain and its environmental regulation mechanism in the ecosystems like coral
reefs, mangroves and seagrass beds in the Sanya Bay. Based on the studies, seven
monographs, 162 papers and 22 patents have been published or applied.

Sampling in the coral reefs

Dongdao No.4, a saline-alkali tolerant
new rice variety
A new rice variety, Dongdao No.4, bred by Prof.
Liang Zhengwei in the Northeast Institute of
Geography and Agroecology has its own features
of fertilizer tolerant, lodging-resistant, rice blast
resistant, cold tolerant, early growth and quick
tiller and could grow up at green stem, and is
considered an excellent comprehensive superproductive anti-adversity new variety which is
suitable to be planted in west Jilin and the salinealkali affected Songnen Plain. It broke the record
of high yield rice in Jilin province in 2010, with

Dongdao No.4 rice
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a result of 849.37 kg per mu. This
achievement made a breakthrough for
the scarcity of saline-alkali tolerant
rice for saline-alkali affected land in
west Jilin.
Evapotranspiration Map in the
Haihe Area in 2009

Wu Bingfang from the Institute of Remote Sensing
Applications as the team leader, aiming to develop
assessment indicators with remote sensing and to analyze
ecological effect of the three key projects. Currently, the
research results are widely used for governmental decision
support.
An assessment report the Blue Book of Ecological and
Environmental Monitoring Report of the Three Gorges
Project was completed in 2010. An innovative model
called ETWatch is developed by the Insitute and is now
promoted and extended by the World Band Institute. The
results were published in a special issue of Journal of
Remote Sensing.

Phytoremediation technology for heavy metals
contaminated soils and its industrialization
demonstration

Monitoring and assessment of
the eco-environmental impacts
resulting from the Key Projects
of China
As one of the key research projects
supported by the KIP , this project
involves the post assessment of
environment impacts resulting from
three national key projects, namely
the Three Gorges Project, the Three
North Shelterbelt Forest Program
and the Haihe River Basin Project.
It was launched in 2007, with Prof.
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Scientists of the Institute of Geographic Sciences and
Resources Research have developed novel phytoextraction
technology and four phytoremediation models for heavy
metals contaminated
soils. They have been
Lead-zinc contaminated farmland
applied in Guangxi,
in Guangxi
Yunnan, Hunan and
Beijing, efficiently
preventing heavy
metals entering food
chain. About 130
hectare of heavy
metal contaminated
soils has been
successfully cleaned.
The phytoremediation
technology has been
granted 10 patents and
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has been applied in two national-assisted industrialization projects. More than 100 hectares of
contaminated land has been remediated using the phytoremediation technology.
Team leader: Prof. Chen Tongbin, chentb@igsnrr.ac.cn

Development of large Bionic equipment for cyanobacteria removal
A large bionic equipment for cyanobacteria removal followed the principle of chubs
filtering and grazing plankton has been independently developed by scientists of the
Nanjing Institute of Geography and Limnology. It’s a shallow box-type floating platform
with wide separation shovel, gill filters and multilayer vibration sieve. It can be used for
preventing cyanobacteria blooms in drinking-water, recreation water and other water
bodies. Its draught reaches 0.3 meters, operating width 10m, moving speed 0~5km/h, draw
flow 1000m3/h, membrane pore size 30μm, generator power 50kw. Compared with other
similar equipments, its ability of cyanobacteria removal raises dozens of times, energy
consumption lowers an order of magnitude without secondary pollution. It helped resolve
drinking-water crisis in Chaohu area in the summer of 2010 and could be widely applied in
the future.
Team leader: Prof. Li Wenchao, wchli@niglas.ac.cn

Large Bionic equipment for cyanobacteria removal
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Key techniques for ecosystem monitoring
and assessment in the Three-River Source
Region
Professor Liu Jiyuan’s group established an
integrated index system for regional ecosystem
monitoring and assessment. The key techniques
for dynamic monitoring of regional ecosystem
were explored and developed by integrating remote
sensing, model simulation and ground observation.
Synthetic technical systems to assess the effects of
key ecological projects were also developed, based
on the dynamic process of ecosystem background.
Comprehensive database and operational platform
for ecosystem monitoring and assessment in the
Three-river Source Region were constructed.
Applying aforementioned techniques, dynamic
ecosystem background and achievements of major
ecological construction projects in the region were
evaluated comprehensively at its mid-term report.
Atlas on ecological environment of earthquake
zone in Yushu was published. Furthermore, the
group was awarded a Second Prize of the Science
and Technology Adwancement for Environmental
Protection from the Ministry of Environment
Protection.
Team leader: Prof. Liu Jiyuan, liujy@igsnrr.ac.cn

Mapot degradation grassland in Threeriver source Region from 1990's to 2004
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The inegrated machine

Airborne GNSS-R ocean microwave
remote sensing integrated machine
Research group led by Prof. Li Ziwei in the
Institute of Remote Sensing Applications
developed the airborne Global Navigation
Satellite System-Reflection (GNSS-R) ocean
microwave remote sensing integrated machine.
It consists of a 82 channels remote sensor, a
task monitoring system, a data processing and
application system, and a simulation analysis
system. It has the capacity for synchronous
reception of the direct and ocean surface reflected
signal of GPS and BD-2, real-time signal
processing for correlation power, simulation
and analysis of the whole process. As a new
instrument for airborne ocean remote sensing
in departments of ocean and meteorology, it
can improve the timeliness of collection and
application of remote sensing information of
marine environment and extend the application
field of BD-2 and other GNSS.
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Long-term development strategies of Western China
Researchers from the Institute of Geographical Sciences and
Natural Resources Research, together with their partners,
completed in 2010 a study on long-term development strategies
of Western China. The study was targeted at offering scientific
supports to the central government in formulating new policies for
Western China. Based on extensive fieldwork and databases and by
employing an integrated approach, they evaluated the development
status, analyzed opportunities and challenges faced by the region,
and proposed a strategic change in further implementing the
Western Region Development Program (WRDP). The classification
of “six poverty-stricken regions with special central supports”,
“five ecological regions of comprehensive treatments” and “key
economic regions”, as well as proposals of building integrated
transportation network were accepted by the central government
in formulating new WRDP policies. As an outcome, the 2009
Regional Development of China was published.

Novel adsorbent and
related technologies to
Achieve Simultaneous
Removal of As(III) and
As(V)
Research group led by Prof.
Qu Jiuhui (jhqu@rcees.ac.cn),
from the Research Center for
Eco-Environmental Sciences,
has successfully developed

Team leader: Prof. Liu Weidong, liuwd@igsnrr.ac.cn
Louzizhuang As-removal DWTP

Regional classification in Western China

a novel adsorbent, i.e., ferric
and manganese binary oxides
(FMBO), and FMBO-based
technologies to simultaneously
remove As (III) and As (V)
with high efficacy but low
cost in decentralized smallscale and centralized largescale drinking water plants,
and for the remediation of Ascontaminated water bodies. It
avoids the addition of oxidants,
simplifies operation, and
reduces costs. Furthermore,
construction of the first largescale drinking water plant in
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China (5,000 m3/d), three decentralized water stations and remediation of three As-polluted water
bodies (16,200,000 m3) were also completed. Besides, another two water plants (300,000 m3/d) are
currently under construction. It greatly helps to improve the health of As-threatened populations
as well as aquatic ecosystems, and was awarded the Global Project Innovation Awards by the
International Water Association in 2010.
Contact:Dr. Liu Ruiping, liuruiping@rcees.ac.cn

Remediation of Dasha River-treated water that meet
requirements flowing downstream

Degradation process and
mechanism of soil quality
and regulating technology in
Chinese fir plantations
To solve soil degradation that
seriously restricts the forestry
sustainable development in China,
dynamics of Chinese fir productivity
in different soil types has been
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Fir plantation
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studied through 48-year located experiments and investigations by researchers from the
Institute of Applied Ecology. The studies systemically revealed the mechanisms of soil
degradation including nutrients, self-poisoning and biology, and constructed the theory
system of succession, evolution and regulation of soil quality based on soil organic matter.
225 papers and four monographs have been published, and the consultation report Proposal
of Establishing Plantation with High Quality and Productivity in the Tropic and Sub-tropic
China was submitted to the decision makers.

Accumulation of arsenic into rice grain detected
by Synchrotron-based X-ray fluorescence
technology
Prof. Zhu Yongguan and his research team at the
Institute of Urban Environment investigated the spatial
distribution and temporal variation of arsenic (As) in
whole rice plant at different growth stages for the first
time. The results showed that total As concentrations of
vegetative tissues increased during the two weeks after
flowering. The concentration of dimethylarsinic acid in
caryopsis decreased progressively with its development,
whereas inorganic As concentration remained stable,
indicating that inorganic As was mainly transported into
caryopsis during grain filling. The ratios of As content
between neighboring leaves or between neighboring
internodes were about 0.6, suggesting nodes appeared to
serve as a check point of As distribution in rice shoots.
Synchrotron-based X-ray fluorescence revealed the
ovular vascular trace was the main pathway unloading
As into rice caryopsis. These results were published in
New Phytologist.

Synchrotron x-ray fluorescence images of
As distribution in caryopses at different
development stages

Team leader: Prof. Zhu Yongguan, ygzhu@iue.ac.cn
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Hi-technology
Low-cost Healthcare
Project
The Low-cost Healthcare
Project was designated to tackle
the increasing healthcare and
medication demands of the
Chinese people, and to facilitate
the Chinese new healthcare
reform. It focuses on the
research and development of
advanced low-cost healthcare
technologies, devices and
systems. There are more than
10 CAS institutes involved
in this project, including
the Shenzhen Institutes of
Advanced Technology, the
Suzhou Institute of Biomedical

Home Service Robot Plan
Jointly cooperated with the Shenyang Institute of Automation, the
Institute of Automation, the Shanghai Institute of Microsystem
and Information Technology and the Hefei Institutes of Physical
Science, the Home Service Robot Plan carried out by the Shenzhen
Institutes of Advanced Technology has achieved remarkable
progress in 2010. In the area of home services, the butler robot and
home surveillance robots are developed. In the field of medical
surgery, virtual orthopedic surgery simulation and training
systems, and navigation and control systems of magnetic resonance
imaging compatible instrument for biopsy and interventional
therapy are invented. In the field of environmental monitoring, the
emergency monitoring robot and the harbor-water-quality-control
robotic dolphin are created. For robotic applications in sensors and
network technology and other common service robot technology,
important progress has been made. The outcomes were presented
at the 12th China Hi-tech Fair.
Team leader: Prof. Wu Xinyu, xy.wu@siat.ac.cn

Engineering and Technology
and the Shanghai Institute
for Advanced Research.
There were 79 R&D outputs
covering community and rural
healthcare, low-cost diagnosis
and therapeutic devices,
emergency healthcare and
rehabilitation technologies.
Team leader: Prof. Wang Lei,
lei.wang@siat.ac.cn
The 12th Hi-tech Fair of China
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New technologies of electrical vehicle
A new electrical vehicle made by CFRP composite was developed by researchers from eight CAS
institutes in October 2010, namely the Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology, the Ningbo
Institute of Material Technology and Engineering, the Shanghai Institute of Organic Chemistry, the
Institute of Coal Chemistry, the Institute of Chemistry, the Changchun Institute of Applied Chemistry
and the Suzhou Institute of Nano-tech & Nano-bionics. 36 car body panels made by 21Kg CFRP
reduce 65.8% weight than steel panels with the same strength. 100% CFRP panels can be recycled
with fiber intensity loss under 5%. Besides, rare earth magnesium alloys wheel reduces 29% weight
than aluminum alloys wheel does, and carbon nanotubes composites steering-wheel increases
35% mechanical strength and 20% impact resistance toughness than polyurethane does. Vehicle
performance can be improved by weight reduction with the materials. This research indicates a
promising future of these light-weight materials applied into auto industry.
Team leader: Prof. Wang Lirong, lr.wang@siat.ac.cn

CFRP electrical vehicle

Breakthrough in research and applications of
supercomputing
The project of high-efficiency and low-cost high performance
computing (HPC) system for multi-scale discrete simulation,
carried out by the Institute of Process Engineering, established
systematically a new HPC mode, focusing on significant
applications in process engineering. With a multi-scale architecture
coupling CPU and GPU computing, it is China’s first HPC system
reaching 1Petaflops peak performance in single precision (SP) in

2009, and the first Petaflops
system using the newest GPU
boards in the world in 2010.
They also established a network
of distributed GPU HPC
systems, which is installed in 11
CAS institutes, with a collective
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computing capability of 5 peta
FLOPs in single precision. Up
to now, these systems have been
widely used in companies such
as SinoPec, PetroChina, GE,
and Alstom, and have given
support to national key research
projects such as the large oil
and gas fields and coal bed
methane development etc.

Jaguar, the champion in the same release of TOP500 List, and its
price was only one fourth of that of the latter.
Team leader: Prot. Sun Ninghui ,snh@ict.ac.cn

Team leader:Prot. Ge wei,
wge@home.ipe.ac.cn
The Dawning6000A HighProductivity Supercomputer
is built by the Institute of
Computing Technology, in
collaboration with the Dawning
Information Industry Co., Ltd.
and the Shenzhen Institutes of
Advanced Technology. It is the
first supercomputer in China,
and the third in the world,
which broke the one petaFLOPS
LINPACK performance barrier.
With a LINPACK score of 1.27
petaFLOPS, it was ranked the
second in the 35th TOP500
List, released in June 2010. Due
to the high power efficiency,
0.48 GFLOPS/Watt, the
Dawning6000A was ranked
the 4th place in the Green500
List of that time and entitled
the Greenest Supercomputer in
China. Its power consumption
was only one third of that of
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Mole-8.5x system photos - process

New breakthrough in Core
Electronic Components
R&D
The high performance multicore CPU (Godson-3A/3B) was
developed by the Institute of
Computing Technology. The
eight-core 65nm Godson-3B
processor delivers 128GFlops
at 1GHz and consumes less
than 40Watt, which is already
in production at STMicro.
The Godson-3B is based on
a 64-bit MIPS core with 200
instructions added for x86
compatibility and integrates

vector processing units, which
will emerge in Dawning-6000
supercomputer this summer.
The next-generation Godson3C will be a 16-core version
targeting 512 GFlops at 2 GHz
operation in 28nm technology.
The high performance DSP
processor is developed by
the Institute of Automation.
That DSP delivers 1.8Tflops
in 130nm technology, and
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its comprehensive performance parameters achieve the leading level in China. This project is in the
application and acceptance stage.
The million gate level FPGA chip developed by the Institute of Electronics has successfully been
taped out and delivered to the user, which lays the foundation for subsequent more large scale FPGA
design.
Team leader:Prof. Hu Weiwu, hww@ict.ac.cn

Manned deep diving record
was created by “Jiaolong”
Submersible
A China-made manned
submersible, named “Jiaolong”,
has successfully finished a
3,000-meter under sea test
in the South China Sea. In
a series of deep sea trial,
the submersible has been
submerged into 2,067.85 meters,
3,039.40 meters, 3,757.31
meters, and 3,759.39 meters,
which continuously broke the
record in China.
The control system of the
“Jiaolong” submersible, was
developed by the researchers
of the Shenyang Institute of
Automation. It was mainly
composed of cruise control
subsystem, navigation
subsystem, and integrated
information display and control
subsystem. It worked stablely

The domestically designed and manufactured "Jiaolong"
submersible has completed a successful trial operation, diving to
depths of 3,700 meters, and working underwater for over 9 hours.

and reliably all the time during the submersible sea trial.
The Institute of Acoustic was also involved in developing
the sonar devices. With its high performance, these sonar
devices, especially the acoustic communication machine,
contributed a lot to the successful sea trial.
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Emergency remote sensing monitoring and disaster
assessment following the Yushu Earthquake
After the Yushu Earthquake, the CAS
immediately set up its remote sensing
emergency response team and
air-space-land integrated earthquake
monitoring. Hous after the quake,
a remote sensing aircraft was sent
to the areas to acquire the airborne remote
sensing images, and the first batch of
high-resolution images was presented to
the govenment early the next morning.
During this period, the CAS has
provided data to 28 organizations affiliated to 16 ministries and
produced 14 special reports. The Center for Earth Observation and
Digital Earth was awarded by the govenment.

Remote sensing map of Yushu County,
Qinghai Province after the quake

Team leader: Prof. Zhang Bing, zb@ceode.ac.cn

World-first commercial DMTO process successful in first
commissioning
The World-first DICP methanol to olefins (DMTO) commercial unit achieved,
in its first commissioning run in August 2010, 99.87% of methanol conversion
and 79% of light olefins selectivity. It is a milestone achievement in the
production of olefins via non-petrochemical routine. The DMTO technology
was developed by Dalian Institute of Chemical Physics (DICP).
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A new generation of DMTO technology, DMTO-II, has been successful in a 16 kt/a demonstration
unit by DICP just two months after the start-up of the Baotou unit. DMTO-II will increase olefins
yield by 10% with higher energy efficiency. A company from Shaanxi Province in Northwest China
signed the licensing agreement with DICP and became the first user of the DMTO-II technology in
October 2010.
Contact: Dr. Wang Liang, wangliang@dicp.ac.cn

Development of SiC crystal growth equipment
The Shanghai Institute of Ceramics has developed the proprietary SiC crystal growth equipment,
made a series of breakthroughs in the key technology of crystal growth, and produced high-quality
2~3 inch 6H-SiC & 4H-SiC with semi-conducting and semi-insulating types. They have developed
proprietary technology of SiC wafer processing and obtained high-quality polishing SiC wafers
with the surface roughness (rms) <0.3 nm, bow <25mm and wrap <25mm. They have established
“Growth—Processing—Cleaning—Characterization” production lines and the ability of mass
production of epi-ready SiC wafers.

SiC Growth Zone 20 proprietary SiC crystal furnaces applying innovative
technology to fulfill the proper growth environment for SiC crystals.

Synthesis of Dimethyl Carbonate (DMC) from CO2 via Urea
Supported heterogeneous catalyst with good performance for the synthesis of DMC from methanol
and urea was prepared in the Institute of Coal Chemistry. The urea conversion was near 100% in
the absence of solvents. The selectivity of DMC+MC (methyl carbomate) was higher than 98% and
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the selectivity of DMC was higher than 50%. After a detailed study on process and
engineering simulation, a demonstration plant was constructed and operated smoothly.
Feasibility study of the process showed that the cost of DMC synthesis in this process is
very competitive.
The results were published in Journal of Physics and Chemistry of Solids, and Ind. Eng.
Chem. Res.
Contact: Prof. Wei Wei, weiwei@sxicc.ac.cn

Demonstration plant for synthesis of DMC from urea and methanol
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Successful onsite operation
of a mini-scale coalbed
methane liquefier
The Cryogenic and
Refrigeration Engineering
Research Centre of the
Technical Institute of Physics
& Chemistry focuses on the
development of low temperature
mixed-gas JT refrigeration
technology and new natural gas/
coalbed methane liquefaction
facilities. A mini-scale coalbed
methane liquefier has been
developed and put in operation
in Huainan coal mining
area recently. The average
liquefaction capacity of 1000
m3/day (max 1200m3/day) in hot
summer is achieved, and the
energy cost is less than 1.0 kWh
per 1m3 gas methane.

design, 75t/h (15MW) biomass circulating fluidized bed boilers for
power generation were manufactured and passed the performance
test, and have been put into commercial operation in Zhejiang
Province. The rated steam pressure of the boilers is 5.3 MPa, steam
temperature is 485℃, heat efficiency at rated load is 90.75%, and
the emission concentration of SO2 and NOX is 44.43 mg/Nm3 and
140.86 mg/Nm3 respectively. The boiler performance has reached
the design requirements.

Solar furnace concentrator completed in installation
The first solar furnace concentrator in China developed by the
Institute of Electrical Engineering has been installed successfully
in Ningxia, which was used to produce heat for the hydrogen
production. In the solar furnace system, three 120m2 square
shaped heliostats track the sun and reflect sunlight onto a primary
concentrator that is composed of many curved mirrors and
covers an aperture area of 300m2 in total, where the sunlight is
directed onto a small area to create high flux energy for hydrogen
production. The tracking accuracy of the concentrator system is
higher than 1mrad and the peak solar flux is up to 10MW/m2. The
thermal output of the solar furnace is about 300kWt, which makes
it the third largest device in the world in terms of thermal output.

100% biomass fuel fired
75t/h circulating fluidized
bed power boiler put into
commercial operation
The Institute of Engineering
Thermophysics has developed
biomass circulating fluidized
bed boiler with high steam
parameters for mixing
combustion of various types
of biomass. Based on such
300kWt Solar Furnace System in Ningxia
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Progress of 10,000 dwt Co-based fixed bed FT
synthetic oil technology
The Institute of Coal Chemistry achieved breakthrough
in the development of Co-based fixed bed FT synthetic
oil technology. In 2010, the 10,000 dwt industrial side-line
experiment applying this technology ran
successfully in a mining company.
The breakthrough of
full flow process and the
long-period stable
operation were

Related results were published in Fuel (2008) and Energy Fuels (2010).
10’000 dwt Co-based fixed bed FT synthetic oil side-line experiment

realized and the high-quality oil and chemicals were obtained in the experiments. The results showed
that both CO conversion rate and C5+ product selectivity reached >85%. At present, the integrated
technology system with the core of new-type catalyst and structured fixed bed reactor had been
formed and 23 patents were obtained. The success of the 10,000 dwt industrial side-line experiment
laid a good foundation for industrial demonstration with a single set of 50,000~100,000 dwt/year.
Contact: Prof. Li Debao, dbli@sxicc.ac.cn
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2010 National Top Science and Technology Award
Prof. Shi Changxu won the 2010 National Top Science and Technology Award

Prof. Shi Changxu, born in
Novermber, 1920 in Xushui,
Hebei, is one of the pioneers
in the development of superalloys in China. He was
elected as a member of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences
in 1980 and a member of
the Chinese Academy of
Engineering in 1994.

Nearly 90 years old, he remains energetic and went on a dozen of business trips last year. He began
attending university in the US in 1948. Because of his achievements in research at MIT, he was one
of 35 Chinese scientists held in the US when new China was founded. Returning to China in 1955,
his research group developed the first generation of air cooled nickel-base super-alloy turbine blades
in China, one of many different super-alloys that he and his collegues developed over the years. He
pushed the industrialization of their research achievements and made contributions to the production
of super-alloys in China.
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National Natural Science Awards
10 CAS Projects Granted with the 2010 National Natural Science Awards
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National Technology Invention Awards
Two CAS Projects Granted with the 2010 National Technology Invention Awards

National Science and Technology Advancement Awards
10 CAS Projects Granted with the 2010 National Science and Technology Advancement
Awards
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National Awards for International Scientific Cooperation
Nominated by the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Professor Gerhard Boerner, senior scientist of MaxPlanck Institute for Astrophysics; Professor Peter H. Raven, president of the US Missouri Botanical
Garden; Professor Roger-Maurice Bonnet, Executive Director of the International Space Science
Institute, won the national 2010 Friendship Award, and Professor Gerhard Boerner and Professor
Roger-Maurice Bonnet won the 2010 International Science and Technology Cooperation Award of the P.
R. China.
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Supporting
Conditions

Big-science Facilities
High Magnetic Field Experimental
Facility (HMFF)
The High Magnetic Field Experimental Facility
(HMFF)contains 40T hybrid magnets and
a series of water-cooled or superconducting
magnets, providing a research platform for
various interdisciplinary studies at high magnetic
fields. Once completed, the HMFF will become

Superconducting magnet SM3

one of the best equipped magnetic facilities
around the world. Part of magnet devices and test
system were completed, preliminarily put into
trial operation in October 2010 and successively
opened to users.

Meridian Space Weather Monitoring
Project
As a large-scale
Comprehensive Groundbased Space Environment
Monitor system, the
Meridian Project has
all the construction
tasks of the Data and
Communication System
completed in 2010, 95
percent of instruments for
the Space Environment
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Monitoring System passed tests. All newly-added software and
hardware were integrated in place and are in normal service,
while environment construction completed and accepted.
Development and design of modified and application software are
completed, 74% of which are accepted. All running equipment
and nodal stations have achieved joint observation and steady
data transmission in accordance with commissioning detection
program; 23 standard specifications of the project are prepared,
which is important to standardization of space weather science in
China.

The first meteorological rocket of Meridian
Project launched successfully in June, 2010.

Integrated Research Vessel of Marine
Science
To build a modern integrated research vessel of
marine science for interdisciplinary studies is to
provide an advanced mobile seaborne laboratory
and a test platform for studies related to marine
science. After finishing its designing and being
reviewed and approved, the construction work
kicked off in October, 2010, with the whole
project dividing into 51 subsections. By the end
of 2010, working drawings and parts nesting
drawings for 8 subsections have been completed.

Network of China Remote-sensing
Satellite Ground Stations and National
Land Observatory Satellite Data[ 70 ] / CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

receiving Stations
Four sets of receiving and
recording equipment were
built in the receiving station
and 6-meter antenna receiving
facilities at the Miyun Station
were upgraded. Receiving
systems at the Sanya Station

Integrated research vessel
renderings of Marine Science

were put into service in January, generating
a civil receiving station network that covers
the full territory of China. Three special data
transmission lines passed final inspections
and tests in May and construction of the data
transmission system was completed, which
marks the formation of data remote high-speed
transmission network at stations.

Five-hundred-meter Aperture
Spherical Telescope (FAST)
FAST, the world’s largest single dish
telescope,will enable astronomers to jumpstart
many of science goals. Its first light is expected to
be in 2014.
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In terms of capital construction, a detailed investigation report
on geologic conditions of the observatory site was obtained in
March. In May, the construction headquarters entered into a
construction drawing design contract of site excavation with
manufacturer and performed quality inspection on drawing
design of site excavation in November. In terms of technology,
several R&D projects, including a prototype of the fully
aluminum-structured reflector unit, were carried out to make
preparations for the construction of the technological system.

Aerial Remote Sensing System
Construction work has been in full swing since January. Airplane
modification enters into preliminary design stage, and eight sets
of self-developed remote sensing devices have been designed and
put into production. Contract of two remote sensing devices was
signed; and in December, ground data comprehensive treatment
and management system was put into operation. A multi-use
remote sensing building started to be built.

National Protein Science Research (Shanghai)
Facility
With feasibility study got approved in July, preparation for
construction was carried out smoothly. Finishing procedures
of design, budget and construction permit, contractors of
construction-installation design and supervision, investigation,
pile foundation construction and investment supervision were
decided through biddings. In building light beam lines station

for the Facility, contracts were
signed and initiated.

Spallation Neutron
Source(SNS)
The preparation work prior
to starting construction was
completed, and pre-study and
studies of key technology and
prototypes prefabrication for
each system were completed.
Leveling of construction site
started in April and entered into
side slope supporting stage by
the end of the year. Reviewed
by experts at home and
abroad and based on further
argumentation and optimal
design by project management
department, the cost of overall
construction increased, and a
revised fearibility study was resubmitted. About 115 persons
recruited for the project were
settled down in Dongguan.

Progress of EAST
In 2010, physical experiment of the
Experimental Advanced Superconducting
Tokamak (EAST), the world’s first fully
superconducting tokamak, has recorded a
maximum plasma current of 1MA, highconfinement mode of a duration over 60
times of energy confinement time, and
long-pulse diverted plasma discharges
of 0.25MA and the world’s longest
100-second duration.
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Early commissioning observations of LAMOST
In 2010, the Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST)
observed 14 test fields and produced more than 300 thousand spectra. A number of new
objects have been discovered, including 17 new metal-poor star candidates of the Milky
Way, and 36 Planetary Nebulas discovered in the Andromeda Galaxy, helpful to further
understand the dynamics of M31, and 22 new quasars.

SSRF operates at advanced level
The Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF), by far the largest national bigscience facility, which is undertaken by the Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics,
passed state appraisal inspection
in January. It is now among the
most advanced third-generation
synchrotron radiation facilities
in the world. Till the end of 2010,
its first seven beam lines have
provided 42,296 hours of beam
time to 2,136 users (4,733 times)
from 162 institutions worldwide,
leading to a result of 116 research
papers, 22 of which published in top
SCI journals, including Science, Nature, and Cell.
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Laboratories
National Laboratories
Four national laboratories including the Shenyang National Laboratory for Materials Science (Institute
of Metal Research), the Hefei National Laboratory for Physical Sciences at Microscale (University
of Science and Technology of China), the Beijing National Laboratory for Condensed Matter Physics
(Institute of Physics) and the Beijing National Laboratory for Molecular Science (Peking University
and the Institute of Chemistry) were under construction.

State Key Laboratories
There are 75 state key laboratories (including those joint laboratories built with the Ministry of
Education) in the CAS. In October, the Ministry of Science and Technology issued once again the
guidance for 45 newly-built national key laboratories; 14 laboratories of the CAS were subject to final
review.

CAS key laboratories
According to the CAS plan for about 100 newly-built key laboratories during 2008-2010, 17 key
laboratories were approved for construction at the CAS level through relevant procedures. So far, key
laboratories at the CAS level have totaled 182.
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Documentation and Information System
Studies on “Major Issues Relevant to Science
and Technology Development for Major National
and International Organizations”, “International
Science and Technology Competitiveness”,
“Development Trend of Other Units of the
National Innovation System” and “Practices
of Innovation Cluster Construction of Major
Countries in the World” were carried out. Report
on International Scientific and Technological
Frontiers 2010 was officially published; 312
issues of Dynamic Monitoring Bulletin of
Scientific Research (semimonthly, 13 albums)
that track major trends and important strategic
plans in the field, 160 issues of other 13 trend
bulletins, 107 analysis reports on thematic
study and 73 issues of Special Report on
Important International Science & Technology
Information were issued. These reports provided
support based on profound analysis for the
implementation of CAS “Innovation 2020” and
strategic decision-making. The “Several Major
Issues on Science and Technology Innovation in
the Field of Energy Resource in China” won the
Second Prize granted by the National Energy
Administration.
As for the National Science Library, there are nine
kinds of databases, 1,517 text journals in foreign
languages and 3,800 volumes (copies) of foreign
electronic books and reference books increased
in 2010. Material accessible to the whole CAS
reached to 12,870 foreign electronic journals,
about 27,000 volumes (copies) of foreign meeting
minutes, about 30,000 volumes (copies) of foreign
books and reference books and 10,434 Chinese
electronic journals. In 2010, there were totally
320,000 types of Chinese electronic books and
3,169 articles downloaded in full text, and 70,000
articles offered in original text delivery service.
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Publication of Science and Technology
Journals and Books
In 2010, the CAS science and technology journals
achieved remarkable results with academic
level of science and technology journals greatly
promoted. For example, impact factor of Cell
Research (SCI) soared to 8.151, ranking the 21st
among 161 JCR international journals in the field,
and was listed for the first time into top 31% of
international journals in the field. The Science
in China magazine has set up a new academic
management system, the total download
of published papers from the SpringerLink
publishing platform maintained a rapidly growing
trend in the past three years. Impact factor of
Science in China: Physics rocketed to 0.973
(0.0350 in 2006).
Four periodicals were founded, including the
Asian Amphibious Reptile Research (English),
the Journal of Earth Environment, the Scientific
Research Informatization Technology and
Applications, and the Integrative Zoology
(English). Two journals were included into
extended SCI, so the number of CAS journals
listed on extended SCI has totaled 65, occupying
49.6% of those in China.
The CAS open access platform for science and
technology journals was preliminarily built
in order to display more than 100 open access
journals of the academy.
Some new publishers were approved to be
founded, like the Beijing CAS Journals
Publishing and Development Co. Ltd., the
Da Heng Electronic Audio-Video Press, the
Longmen Audio-Video Press, and the Science
World magazine were restructured.
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Field Stations
As the new Development
Plan for Field Stations in
the 12th Five-year Period
says, targets of field stations
are “based on the Chinese
Ecosystem Research Network
(CERN), special environment
and disasters and regional
atmosphere background
network, to improve
atmospheric environment
research of regional atmosphere
background station, to set up
new stations in key areas and
ecologically sensitive areas,
to upgrade instrument or
equipment and to strengthen
infrastructure construction,
to improve supporting ability

of collecting, transmitting and sharing data, and to build a highprecision, intelligent, aerial-ground-space stereoscopic observation
network”.
In 2010, maintenance or construction of three large field network
systems were carried out: including the CERN, the Special
Environment and Disaster Monitoring and Research Network and
the Solar-Terrestrial Space Environment Observation and Research
Network. Some 31 field stations at the CAS level were involved,
with the fund reaching RMB 25 million yuan.
Construction work was carried out for some new ecological
stations such as the Inner Mongolia Grassland Station, the Fukang
Station, the Changbai Mountain Station, the Yucheng Station
and the Ansai Station. Further construction or improvement was
carried out in such lake ecological stations as the Poyang Lake
Station and the Dongting Lake Station, wetland ecological stations
like the Khanka Lake Station and the Sanjiangyuan Station and
some karst type ecological stations like the Puding Station.

Poyang lake-wetland research station
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Botanic Gardens, Herbarium Museums and Wild
Germplasm Banks
Botanic gardens in the CAS mainly preserve regional plants, focusing on economic plants,
endemic plants and rare or endangered plants. The CAS botanic gardens preserved germplasm
resources of important plants and introduced 8,600 new species/times in 2010, effectively
conserved 1.4 million arbors and 21,000 species, optimized 49 specialized gardens and newly
built 46 such gardens. Visitors to the gardens reached 6.18 million and visits to digital botanic

Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical Garden

gardens 2.63 million. There
were 496 papers published, 25
monographs (books) written, 45
patents authorized and 36 new
species approved or listed.
In 2010, newly-added domestic
and overseas specimens
collected in the CAS herbarium
museums were 420,000, of
which, newly-added type
specimens were 1,661 and
newly authenticated specimens
140,000. New entries of
digitalized specimen halls
increased to 460,000, with
[ 76 ] / CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

database visits rose to 127,000.
In 2010, the China Southwest Wildlife Germplasm Bank newly
collected 22,740 items/trees of 2,073 species of wild plants and
provided 7,150 items/trees of 2,066 species of wild plants for
research use. So far, collection has reached 44,549 items of
5,732 species, 20% of the country’s total, of which, 2,826 items
of 1,339 species are endemic species of China, 190 items of 73
species rare or endangered species, and 5,456 items of 1,235
species of important economic value. Collaborated with the
British Millennium Seed Bank, the Bank provided 260,000 seed
specimens of about 900 species for the British Pavilion at the
Shanghai Expo, jointly created a “Seed Cathedral” to convey the
harmonious development concept of biological vitality in nature
and human society and to reveal the relation between biological
diversity and human life.
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Informatization Initiative
The three-tier framework
supercomputing grid covering
different fields and regional
demands was generated, with
218-teraflop grid polymerized
CPU computing power and
6,000-teraflop GPU power, is
now available in fields such
as petrochemical industry,
fluid mechanics, astronomy,
geophysics and signal
processing nationwide. A
scientific data resources center
with 6PB memory capacity
has been set up, providing
scientific data support and

application service for more
than 130 important projects
within the academy. The
high-performance IPv6/ IPv4
scientific research data network
that covers numerous research
institutions in China was
further optimized, realizing
interconnection of 53 bigscience facility and field
stations of the academy.
In 2010, the CAS Academia
Resource Planning (ARP)
System has built ten application
systems and two platforms of

public affairs and information
resource management and
service, and provided service to
a total of 55,000 persons. The
CAS website cluster won the
Award of Excellence among all
governmental websites in 2009
and 2010, with an average daily
visits over 50,000.
Digital education and training
platform was put into operation,
covering both postgraduate
education and continuing
education, serving about
100,000 persons.

Infrastructure Construction
All the 72 construction projects approved in Phase III of the KIP funded by the government
were initiated in 2010, with a total fund of RMB 4.8 billion yuan.
The Implementation Plan for the CAS Science and Education
Infrastructure Construction in the 12th Five-year Plan
Period was completed.
Six annual investment plans for capital construction
were formulated, with a total budget of RMB

2.661 billion yuan, of which, RMB 3.083 billion yuan in 2010, RMB 12 million yuan of balance
from the past, RMB 109 million yuan invested by the CAS and RMB 457 million self raised. The
investment involved 91 institutes and 156 construction projects.
In 2010, there were 22 construction projects initiated, with a total floor area of 712,700 m2; 40 projects
completed, a total of 522,100 m2; and 21 of the 40 projects involving 14 institutes got accepted.
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Human
Resources
Establishment of Innovation Team
In 2010, the CAS recruited 32 overseas professionals through the
national Thousand-talent Program, and initiated short-term projects
for the the program and the Thousand Young Talents Program at
the academy level. Of the 216 scientists selected through the CAS
Hundred-talent Program, 160 were recruited via the Program for
Attracting Overseas Distinguished Talents. The CAS “Western
Light” talents cultivation program, which is aiming to support
those working in the western developing areas, supported 76
groups of young scientists and sponsored 89 doctoral graduates.
A total of 64 CAS scholars were granted by the National Natural
Science Foundation for Distinguished Young Scholars of China,
accounting for 32.3% of the total number in China; ten research
groups were selected as the National Natural Science Foundation
for Innovative Research Groups of China,
accounting for 34.5% of the nation’s total.
Through an evaluation on 22 innovative teams
funded in 2009, there were 153 excellent young
talents recruited from both inside and outside
the academy, 143 more from abroad, among
whom, 73 were titled the CAS Celebrated
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Overseas Scholars.
The CAS fully strengthened
and supported the building
of its technical professional
teams, another batch of 12 Key
Technical Professionals was
selected, and 10 Outstanding
Technical Professionals and 10
Technical Experts with special
skills were attracted.
In 2010, end-term assessment
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for the managing teams in 21 CAS affiliates and mid-term
assessment in 34 institutions were completed, with 73 institute
level administrators newly appointed, 20 exchanged and 28
dismissed. Through the training system for institute level
administrators, there were a total of 386 participated in training
programs at either the academy level or the national level.

Education and Training
There were a total of 48,061 postgraduate students studying in 116
CAS institutions, 20,919 doctoral candidates and 27,142 master’s
degrees candidates. The enrollment in 2010 was 16,882, a 6.2%
increase over that of 2009. About 15 doctoral papers of CAS
postgraduate students were listed in the national Excellent Doctoral
Dissertations (a total of 100 in the whole country).
The CAS supported 254 students and
scholars to study abroad. A total
of 20 postdoctoral stations
were newly established, and
155 postdoctoral stations

in 98 CAS institutions enrolled
1,945 postdoctoral researchers.
There were 2,936 postdoctoral
researchers enrolled at 155
postdoctoral stations in 98
CAS institutions. Among them,
18 stations were evaluated as
the National Excellent and
seven staff won the title of the
National Excellent Post-doctoral
Managing Officers, respectively
accounting for 12.2% and 11.7%
of the nation’s total number.
With the Sino-European Joint
Doctoral Fellowship Program,
78 CAS doctoral students were
sent to Germany and France.

The Annual working conference
of human resources for the whole
academy
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al
InternatioCnooperation
In 2010, there were 11,972
outgoing visits and 18,814
incoming visits in the
academy; 393 multilateral
and bilateral international
academic meetings were held;
21 academy-level international
cooperation agreements were
signed or renewed; and 19
foreign cooperative projects
were approved.

High-level
Exchanges
Centering on the “Innovation
2020” program, the Strategic
Priority Researd Programs
and the major science and
technology infrastructure
projects, the CAS organized
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a series of international strategic investigations and researches
through high-level exchanges with various well-known research
institutions, universities and enterprises in the US, Europe, Russia,
Japan and Australia, covering such fields as energy resources,
oceanology, space science, agriculture and environment. For
instance, leading a CAS delegation to Australia, President Lu
Yongxiang held formal talks with several Australian high-level
officials including Prime Minister Julia Gillard, delivered a keynote
speech at the celebration of “the 30th Anniversary of Sino-Australian
Science and Technology Cooperation”, which pushed the bilateral
cooperation onto a new stage. In 2010, there were a total of 130
delegations for high-level strategic investigations and exchanges,
and 20 high-level international symposia, promoting science and
technology innovation in the 12th Five-year Plan period.

Iceland's President
planted yew in the Yulong
Snow Mountain Field
Station.
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International
Talents Program
Three foreign scientists
won the CAS International
Cooperation Award 2010
and three 2009 winners,
recommended by the CAS,
won the national Friendship
Award and the International
Cooperation Award in Science
and Technology of the
People’s Republic of China.
Funded by the international
talents programs, 20 Einstein
Lecture Professors, 201
Visiting Professors for Senior
International Scientists and 85
Young Fellows for International
Scientists were invited to the
academy to do joint research

in the Netherlands, Norway, the UK and Australia, supported five
cooperative projects with the Research Councils UK and five major
cooperative projects with the Australian Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organization; and discussed collaborative
possibility with the US Department of Energy.

Collaboration with International
Science and Technology Organizations
International Program Office of the Integrated Research on
Disaster Risk program, the first IPO of ICSU in Asia, was
inaugurated in the CAS Center for Earth Observation and Digital
Earth. The Third Pole Environment Project launched by the CAS
was rated as the Flagship Science Program jointly organized by
the UNESCO and the Scientific Committee on Problems of the
Environment (SCOPE). The Northwest Pacific Ocean Circulation
and Climate Experiment program initiated by the CAS was ratified
as an international cooperation plan by the Climate Variability and
Predictability Programe or CLIVAR. The 4th General Assembly of
the Organization for Women in Science for the Developing World
(OWSDW) [formerly the Third World Organization for Women in

with their CAS counterparts.
The programs were evaluated
by State Councilor Liu
Yandong as “of demonstrative
significance and international
influence” in the Chinese
science community.

Cooperation
with Developed
Countries
In 2010, the CAS strengthened
cooperation with their partners

Chinese Vice President Xi Jinping attended the World
Women's Conference and delivered a speech.
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of Shanghai Cooperation
Organization Member
Countries was held successfully
in July. The CAS-TWAS
fellowship in 2010 enrolled
47 young scientists from
developing countries to learn,
work and visit in the CAS.
State Councilor Liu Yandong met with Professor Li Zhengdao.

Science (TWOWS)] was held in Beijing in June.
In 2010, Prof. Fang Xin was elected as president of the OWSDW;
Prof. Guo Huadong was elected president of the ICSU Committee
on Data for Science and Technology; and Prof. Wu Ji as Vice
President of the International Committee on Space Research.
Three of the four Chinese scientists who won the re-election of
ICSU committee members in 2010 were from CAS institutes. As
a member of the Association of Academies of Sciences in Asia
(AASA), the CAS encourages its scientists to play a backbone
role in finishing the AASA’s first interdisciplinary strategic
report named Towards a Sustainable Asia--green transition
and innovation. In cultivating reserve forces for personnel in
international organizations, the 1st CAS Advanced Training
Program for Employees and Reserve Forces for International
Organizations was held in August.

Cooperation with Developing and
Neighboring Countries
With CAS official visits to Africa, South America, Southeast
Asia and Middle East, as well as India, and in return, high level
visitors coming from Cuba, Vietnam and Cambodia, the science
and technology cooperation in aspects of biodiversity, mineral
resources and genetics research with developing and neighboring
countries was enhanced in 2010. The newly initiated program of
Introducing Professionals from Neighboring Countries of Xinjiang
has attracted 10 young scientists from Central Asian countries. The
1st Summer School for Young Scientists of Academies of Sciences
[ 82 ] / CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Strategic
Research
In evaluating the international
cooperation achievement
during the KIP period, the CAS
finished the first-ever Review
on International Science and
Technology Cooperation
in 2010, while finishing
the Development Plan for
International Cooperation in
the 12th Five-year Plan Period.
Moreover, the Guidelines for
Strengthening Management
of International Science and
Technology Cooperation
in Biology, Resources and
Environment were also issued.
The CAS set up a strategy
research mechanism together
with foreign partners, focusing
on international hot issues in
different countries, regions and
fields, and submitted a series of
reports to decision makers.
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Domestic Cooperation
Based on thorough
investigation and research,
the CAS worked out its
Domestic Cooperation
Development Program for
the 12th Five-year Period,
studied and formulated
the CAS Science and
Technology Action Plan
for Supporting and
Serving National Strategic
Emerging Industries
and its Implementation
Guidelines.

Foundation stone laying ceremony of the Haixi Research Institute
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In 2010, the CAS transferred
and commercialized
technologies worth RMB204.9
billion yuan of sales, an
increase of 46%, and RMB33.7
billion yuan of profits and taxes,
with a year-on-year growth
of 55%. There were totally
110 awards won by the CAS
affiliates at both provincial and
ministerial levels and 81 awards
at city or prefecture level.
In March and April, 2010, the
CAS organized a series of
roundtable meetings on science
and technology cooperation
with 18 local governments
at both provincial and city
levels, leading to 13 special
agreements of cooperation.
According to the agreements,
there were 58 priority projects
deployed, and 18 of which
finished in 2010, while 38 more
undergoing.
In 2010, further preparations
were going smoothly with the
three newly-built institutes,
including the Shanghai
Advanced Research Institute,
the Suzhou Institute of
Biomedical Technology and
Engineering, and the Tianjin
Institute of Industrial Biotechnology. Another new one
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named as the
CAS Haixi
(Western Area to
the Taiwan Straits)
Research Institute,
officially started its
construction. For all
the four, a total of 622
staff were enrolled,
construction of
Inaugural ceremony of the Ningbo
Academy of Industrial Technology
240,000m2
infrastructures
was completed,
about RMB 400 million yuan was funded, and 103 patents were
applied and 316 papers were published.
The CAS further promoted exchange and cooperation with its
Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan partners in 2010. As for Hong
Kong, the CAS enhanced cooperation with major universities
and the Croucher Foundation in Hong Kong, actively attracted
Hong Kong scientists to contribute to the CAS Big-science
projects, constantly improved cooperation mechanisms for the
joint laboratories, academician exchange, academic meetings,
and promoted long-term, mutually beneficial and substantial
cooperation. As for Taiwan, mechanism for mutual high-level visits
was established, aiming to be a good channel of communication to
extend exchanges across the Straits.
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Hi-tech Industry
In 2010, 483 enterprises
invested by the CAS and its
institutes earned revenues of
RMB 216.44 billion yuan, a
24.6% increase of 2009; a total
profit of RMB 7.98 billion
yuan, 23.2% higher than 2009;

net assets of RMB 41.86 billion yuan, increasing by 19.2% over the
previous year. The operating state-owned assets equity of the CAS
amounted to RMB 15.08 billion yuan, a 12.2% growth over the
previous year. A total of 28 shareholding enterprises of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences Holdings Co. Ltd. (the CAS Holdings) gained
revenue of RMB 194.47 billion yuan, total profits of RMB5.67
billion yuan, net assets of RMB 17.54 billion yuan and CAS

New product release of the
Lenovo Group
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Holdings equity of RMB 9.24 billion yuan. By the end of 2010, there were 18 CAS enterprises listed in
the stock exchange, including nine on the main board, six on the medium and small board, and three
on the start-ups board.
In 2010, in bidding for the national and local research projects, the CAS Holdings (excluding the
Legend Holdings) got 91 approved, with a total of RMB 277 million yuan worth of fund, and a
matching fund of RMB 97 million yuan.
Training programs of the CAS Lenovo College expanded rapidly, and all the eight different levels of
training classes held in 2010 enrolled a total of 3,473 students, aiming to cultivate more entrepreneurs
with research experience and innovative concept.

Orix Group Holdings in Japan and CAS Holdings to carry out a
comprehensive strategic cooperation
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Sciencepopularization
The CAS 6th Public Science Day
themed “Innovation Promotes
Economic Development” was
held in May 2010. Over 90 CAS
institutions were open free to
the public, carrying out various
activities on the topics of
Saving Energy and Resources,
Protecting Ecological
Environment and Ensuring
Safety and Health. With the
presence of 32 CAS members,
about 2,000 professionals and
more than 2,500 volunteers, and
through such activities as the
211 public lectures, laboratory
visits, DIY experiments and
science exhibitions or videos,

the Public Science Day received over 300,000 visitors.
In September, along with the China Association for Science and
Technology and the Beijing Municipal Government, the CAS held
the Beijing Event of the National Science Day which was themed
as “ Scientific Development, Low-carbon Life”, organizing the
“Science Exploration” part. During this six-day event, six CAS
national key laboratories and six exhibitions were open to the
public, and received over 50,000 visitors.
The CAS Science Lecturing Tour of Senior Scientists held 1,018
lectures at over 100 middle schools in seven provinces (cities), with
a total of more than 534,000 audience during the whole year. The
Science and China Lecture Tour of CAS Members traveled to 10
provinces (cities), organized 64 public meetings with 72 lectures,
received a total of 19,000 audience.

Kids visiting labs and doing
experiment on the 6th Public
Science Day
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Appendix

Directory of the CAS Subordinate Institutions

Name

Mail Address

Postal
code

Phone

Website

Headquarters

52 Sanlihe Road, Xicheng District, Beijing

100864

010 68597289

english.cas.cn

Beijing Branch
		

B-1 Zijin Digital Garden,18		
Zhongguancun South 4 Street, Haidian District ,Beijing

100190

010 62661266

www.bjb.cas.cn

Shenyang Branch

24 Sanhao Street, Heping District, Shenyang

110004

024 23983356

english.syb.cas.cn

Changchun Branch

7520 Renmin Street, Changchun

130022

0431 85380224

www.ccb.cas.cn

Shanghai Branch

319 Yueyang Road, Shanghai		

200031

021 64315135

english.shb.cas.cn

Nanjing Branch

39 Beijing East Road, Nanjing 		

210008

025 83376846

www.njb.cas.cn

Wuhan Branch

Xiaohongshan, Wuchang District, Wuhan

430071

027 87199191

english.whb.cas.cn

Guangzhou Branch

100 Xianlie Middle Road, Guangzhou

510070

020 87685256

www.gzb.cas.cn

Chengdu Branch

9 Section 4, Renmin South Road, Chengdu

610041

028 85223696

english.cdb.cas.cn

Kunming Branch

19 Qingsong Road, Ciba, Kunming

650204

0871 35223106

www.kmb.cas.cn

Xi’an Branch

125 Xianning Middle Road, Xi’an

710043

029 82160910

www.xab.cas.cn

Lanzhou Branch

2 Tianshui Middle Road, Lanzhou

730000

0931 2198877

english.lzb.cas.cn

Xinjiang Branch

40 Beijing South Road, Urumchi

830011

0991 3835430

www.xjb.cas.cn
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Name

Mail Address

Postal
code

Phone

Website

Academy of Mathematics and
Systems Science

55 Zhongguancun East Road, Haidian District, Beijing

100080

010 62553063

english.amss.cas.cn

Institute of Physics 		

8 Zhongguancun South 3 Street, Haidian District, Beijing

100080

010 82649004

english.iop.cas.cn

Institute of Theoretical Physics

55 Zhongguancun East Road, Haidian District, Beijing

100080

010 62554447

english.itp.cas.cn

Institute of High Energy Physics

19B Yuquan Road, Shijingshan District, Beijing

100049

010 88235008

english.ihep.cas.cn

Institute of Mechanics

15 Beisihuan West Road, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62560914

english.imech.cas.cn

Institute of Acoustics 		

21 Beisihuan West Road, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62553770

english.ioa.cas.cn

Technical Institute of Physics and
Chemistry

2 North 1 Street, Zhongguancun, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 82543770

english.ipc.cas.cn

Institute of Chemistry

2 North 1 Street, Zhongguancun, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62554626

english.ic.cas.cn

National Center for Nano Science and
Technology of China

11 North 1 Street, Zhongguancun, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 82545605

english.nanoctr.cas.cn

Research Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences

18 Shuangqing Road, Haidian District, Beijing

100085

010 62923549

english.rcees.cas.cn

Institute of Process Engineering

1 North 2 Street, Zhongguancun, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62554241

english.ipe.cas.cn

Institute of Geographic Sciences and
Natural Resources Research

11 A Datun Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

100101

010 64889276

english.igsnrr.cas.cn

National Astronomical Observatories

20 A Datun Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

100012

010 64888708

english.nao.cas.cn

Institute of Remote Sensing Applications

Box9718 Datun Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

100101

010 64879268

english.irsa.cas.cn

Institute of Geology and Geophysics

19 Beitucheng West Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

100029

010 82998001

english.igg.cas.cn

Institute of Tibetan Plateau Research

18 Shuangqing Road, Haidian District, Beijing

100085

010 62849309

english.itpcas.cas.cn

Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology
and Paleoanthropology

142 Xiwai Street, Xicheng District, Beijing

100044

010 68351363

english.ivpp.cas.cn

Institute of Atmospheric Physics

Qijiahuozi, Dewai,Chaoyang District, Beijing

100029

010 82995009

english.iap.cas.cn

Institute of Botany 		

20 Nanxincun , Xiangshan, Beijing 		

100093

010 62836220

english.ib.cas.cn

Institute of Zoology 		

1 Beichen West Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

100101

010 64807098

english.ioz.cas.cn

Institute of Psychology

4 Datun Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

100101

010 64879520

english.psych.cas.cn

Institute of Microbiology

1 Beichen West Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

100101

010 64807462

english.im.cas.cn

Institute of Biophysics

15 Datun Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

100101

010 64889872

english.ibp.cas.cn

Institute of Genetics and
Developmental Biology

B-2, 1 Beichen West Road,
Chaoyang District, Beijing

100101

010 64889331

english.genetics.cas.cn

Beijing Institute of Genomics

7 Beitucheng West road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

100029

010 82995373

english.big.cas.cn

Institute of Computing Technology

6 Kexueyuan South Road, Zhongguancun,
Haidian District, Beijing

100080

010 62601120

english.ict.cas.cn

Institute of Software		

4 South 4 Street, Zhongguancun, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62661012

english.is.cas.cn

Institute of Semiconductors

Box 912, Beijing

100083

010 82304210

english.semi.cas.cn

Institute of Microelectronics

3 Beitucheng West Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

100029

010 82995501

english.ime.cas.cn

Institute of Electronics

19 Beisihuan West Road, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 58887003

english.ie.cas.cn

Institute of Automation

95 Zhongguancun East Road, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62551575

english.ia.cas.cn
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Mail Address

Postal
code

Phone

Institute of Electrical Engineering

6 Zhongguancun North 2 Street, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 82547001

english.iee.cas.cn

Institute of Engineering Thermophysics

11 Beisihuan West Road, Haidian District, Beijing

100080

010 82543011

english.iet.cas.cn

Center for Space Science and Applied
Research

Box 8701 ,Beijing

100190

010 62582628

english.cssar.cas.cn

Academy of Opto-Electronics

9 Dengzhuang South Road, Haidian District, Beijing

100094

010 82178800

english.aoe.cas.cn

Institute for the History of Natural
Sciences

55 Zhongguancun East Road, Haidian District, Beijing

100090

010 57552515

english.ihns.cas.cn

Ceter for Earth Observation
and Digital Earth

9 Dengzhuang South Road, Haidian District, Beijing

100094

010 82178008

english.ceode.cas.cn

Institute of Policy and Management

6 Zhongguancun North 1 Street, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 59358608

english.ipm.cas.cn

Institute of Coal Chemistry

27 Taoyuan South Road, Taiyuan

030001

0351 4041627

english.sxicc.cas.cn

Dalian Institute of Chemical Physics

457 Zhongshan Road, Dalian 		

116023

0411 84379135

english.dicp.cas.cn

Institute of Metal Research

72 Wenhua Road, Shenhe District, Shenyang

110016

024 23843605

english.imr.cas.cn

Shenyang Institute of Applied Ecology

72 Wenhua Road, Shenhe District, Shenyang

110016

024 83970304

english.iae.cas.cn

Shenyang Institute of Automation

114 Nanta Street, Dongling District, Shenyang

110016

024 23970012

english.sia.cas.cn

Institute of Oceanology

7 Nanhai Road, Qingdao

266071

0532 82898611 english.qdio.cas.cn

Qingdao Institute of Bioenergy
and Bioprocess Technology

189 Songling Road, Laoshan District,Qingdao

266101

0532 80662776 english.qibebt.cas.cn

Yantai Institute of Coastal Zone Research
for Sustainable Development

17 Chunhui Road,Laishan District, Yantai

264003

0535 2109018

Changchun Institute of Optics, Fine
Mechanics and Physics

3888 Dongnanhu Road, Changchun

130033

0431 86176812 english.ciomp.cas.cn

Changchun Institute of Applied
Chemistry

5625 Renmin Street, Changchun

130022

0431 85687300 english.ciac.cas.cn

Northeast Institute of Geography and
Agricultural Ecology

3195 Weishan Road, Hi-tech Plaza, Changchun

130012

0431 85542266 english.neigae.cas.cn

Shanghai Institute of Microsystem and
Information Technology

865 Changning Road, Shanghai 		

200050

021 62511070

english.sim.cas.cn

Shanghai Institute of Technical Physics

500 Yutian Road, Shanghai 		

200083

021 65427714

english.sitp.cas.cn

Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine
Mechanics

390 Qinghe Road, Jiading District, Shanghai

201800

021 69918005

english.siom.cas.cn

Shanghai Institute of Ceramics

1295 Dingxi Road, Shanghai 		

200050

021 52412990

english.sic.cas.cn

Shanghai Institute of Organic Chemistry

354 Lingling Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai

200032

021 54925000

english.sioc.cas.cn

Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics

2019 Jialuogong Road, Shanghai 		

201800

021 59553998

english.sinap.cas.cn

Shanghai Astronomical Observatory

80 Nandan Road, Shanghai 		

200030

021 64386191

english.shao.cas.cn

Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences 320 Yueyang Road, Shanghai 		

200031

021 54920021

english.sibs.cas.cn

Shanghai Institute of Mataria Medica

555 Zuchongzhi Road, Zhangjiang,Shanghai

201203

021 50806600

english.simm.cas.cn

Ningbo Institute of Material Technology
and Engineering

519 Zhuangshi Street, Zhenhai District, Ningbo

315201

0574 86685763 english.nimte.cas.cn

Fujian Institute of Research on the
Structure of Matter

155 Yangqiao West Road, Fuzhou

350002

0591 83714517

english.fjirsm.cas.cn

Institute of Urban Environment

1799 Jimei Street, Xiamen		

361021

0592 6190979

english.iue.cas.cn

Nanjing Institute of Geology and
Paleontology

39 Beijing East Road, Nanjing 		

210008

025 83282105

english.nigpas.cas.cn

Nanjing Institute of Soil Science

71 Beijing East Road, Nanjing 		

210008

025 86881114

english.issas.cas.cn

Name
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Name

Mail Address

Postal
code

Phone

Website

Nanjing Institute of Geography and
Limnology

71 Beijing East Road, Nanjing 		

210008

025 86882010

english.niglas.cas.cn

Purple Mountain Observatory

2 Beijing West Road, Nanjing 		

210008

025 83332000

english.pmo.cas.cn

Suzhou Institute of Nano-tech and
Nano-bionics 		

398, Ruoshui Road, High Education Zone,
215123
0512 62872509
english.sinano.cas.cn
Industrial Park, Dushuhu, Suzhou						

Hefei Institutes of Physical Sciences

350 Shushanhu Road, Hefei 		

230031

0551 5591234

english.hf.cas.cn

Wuhan Institute of Rock and Soil
Mechanics

12 Xiaohongshan, Wuchang District, Wuhan

430071

027 87199251

english.whrsm.cas.cn

Wuhan Institute of Physics and
Mathematics

West 30, Xiaohongshan, Wuchang District, Wuhan

430071

027 87199543

english.wipm.cas.cn

Wuhan Institute of Virology

Mid-44, Xiaohongshan, Wuchang District, Wuhan

430071

027 87198117

english.whiov.cas.cn

Institute of Geodesy and Geophysics

340 Xudong Street, Wuchang District,Wuhan

430077

027 68881355

english.whigg.cas.cn

Institute of Hydrobiology

7 Donghu South Road, Wuchang District, Wuhan

430072

027 68780789

english.ihb.cas.cn

Wuhan Botanical Garden

Moshan, Wuchang District, Wuhan

430074

027 87510126

english.wbg.cas.cn

South China Sea Institute of Oceanology

164 Xingang West Road, Guangzhou

510301

020 84452227

english.scsio.cas.cn

South China Botanical Garden

723 Xingke Rd., Tianhe District, Guangzhou

510650

020 37252711

english.scbg.cas.cn

Guangzhou Institute of Energy Conversion 2 Nengyuan Road, Wushan, Tianhe District,
Guangzhou

510640

020 87057620

english.giec.cas.cn

Guangzhou Institute of Geochemistry

511 Kehua Street, Tianhe District, Guangzhou

510640

020 85290702

english.gig.cas.cn

Guangzhou Institute of Biomedicine
and Health

A-3-323, 190 Kaiyuan Avenue, Science Park,
Guangzhou

510530

020 32015328

english.gibh.cas.cn

Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced
Technology

1068 Xueyuan Avenue,Shenzhen University Town,
Shenzhen

518055

0755 86392288

english.siat.cas.cn

Institute of Subtropical Agriculture

Mapoling Furong District, Changsha

410125

0731 84615204

english.isa.cas.cn

Chengdu Institute of Biology

9 Section 4, Renmin South Road, Chengdu

610041

028 85220920

english.cib.cas.cn

Chengdu Institute of Mountain
Hazards and Environment

9 Section 4, Renmin South Road, Chengdu

610041

028 85228816

english.imde.cas.cn

Institute of Optics and Electronics

P.O.Box 350,Shuangliu, Chengdu

610041

028 85100341

english.ioe.cas.cn

Kunming Institute of Zoology

32 Jiaochang East Road, Kunming

650223

0871 5130513

english.kiz.cas.cn

Kunming Institute of Botany

610 Black Dragon Pool, Longqung Road, Kunming

650204

0871 5223080

english.kib.cas.cn

Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical
Garden

Menglun, Mengla, Xishuangbanna,Yunnan

666303

0691 8715071

english.xtbg.cas.cn

Institute of Geochemistry

46 Guanshui Road, Guiyang 		

550002

0851 5895095

english.gyig.cas.cn

Xi’an Institute of Optics and Precision
Mechanics

17Xinxi Road, New Industrial Park, Xi’an

710119

029 88887711

english.opt.cas.cn

National Time Service Center

3 Shuyuan East Road, Lintong, Xi’an

710600

029 83890326

english.ntsc.cas.cn

Institute of Earth Environment

10 Fenghui South Road, Xi’an

710075

029 88320990

english.iee.cas.cn

Institute of Modern Physics

509 Nanchang Road, Lanzhou 		

730000

0931 4969205

english.imp.cas.cn

Lanzhou Institute of Chemical Physics

18 Tianshui Middle Road, Lanzhou

730000

0931 4968009

english.licp.cas.cn

Cold & Arid Regions Environmental
and Engineering Research Institute

320 Donggang West Road, Lanzhou

730000

0931 4967606

english.careeri.cas.cn
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Name

Mail Address

Postal
code

Phone

Website

Qinghai Institute of Salt Lakes 		

18 Xinning Road, Xining, Qinghai

810008

0971 6303490

english.isl.cas.cn

Northwest Institute of Plateau Biology

59 xiguan Road,Qinghai

810008

0971 6143530

english.nwipb.cas.cn

Xinjiang Institute of Physical and
Chemical Technology

40-1 Beijing South Road, Urumqi

830011

0991 3835823

english.xjipc.cas.cn

Xinjiang Institute of Ecology and
Geography

818 Beijing South Road, Urumqi

830011

0991 7885307

english.egi.cas.cn

Schools and Public Supporting Agencies
Name

Mail Address

Postal
code

Phone

Website

Graduate University

19A Yuquan Road,
Shijingshan District, Beijing

100049

010 88256030

english.gu.cas.cn

University of Science and Technology
of China

96 Jinzhai Road, Hefei 		

230026

0551 3602184

en.ustc.edu.cn

Computer Network Information Center
			

4 South 4 Street, Zhongguancun,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 58812281

english.cnic.cas.cn

National Science Library

33 Beisihuan West Road, Haidian District,
Beijing

100190

010 82626687

english.las.cas.cn

Press and Publication Agencies
Name
Science Times 			
				

Mail Address
3B South 1 Street, Zhongguancun,
Haidian District, Beijing

Postal
code
100190

Phone
010 82614607

Website
www.sciencenet.
cn/english/

Other Units
Name
Administration Bureau of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences

Mail Address
12 South Road, Zhongguancun,
Haidian District Beijing
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Postal
code

Phone

100086

010 62571850

Website
www.caseab.com
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Name

Mail Address

Postal Phone
code

Website

CAS Holdings Co., Ltd.

702 Yingu Mansion, 9 Beisihuanxi Rd.,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62800115

english.holdings.cas.cn

Legend Holdings Ltd.

10/F, Tower A, Raycom Info Tech Park, No.2 Ke Xue
Yuan Nanlu Zhongguancun, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62509999

www.legendholdings.com.
cn/english.asp

China Sciences Group (Holding) Co., Ltd.

15F South Tower, Daheng Scitech Mansion,
3 Suzhou Street, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 82569888

www.csh.com.cn

Oriental Scientific
Instrument Import & Export Group Corp.

14F, Yindu Mansion, 67 Fucheng Road,
Haidian District, Beijing

100142

010 68725599

www.osic.com.cn/english/
index.asp

China Science Publishing Group Co., Ltd.

16 Donghuangchenggenbeijie, Beijing

100717

010 64002238

www.cspg.cn/en/index.aspx

CAS Investment Management Co., Ltd.

1606 Ideal Intl. Plaza, 53 North 4 th Ring West, Beijing 100190

010 82607629

www.casim.cn./e/index.html

KYKY Technology Development Ltd.

13 Bei’ertiao, Zhongguancun, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62560908

www.enkyky.com

CAS Software Engineering Center

Building 4,4 Nansijie, Zhongguancun,
Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62629958

www.sec.ac.cn

CAS Institute of Architecture
Design and Research Co., Ltd.

4 Beiyijie, Zhongguancun, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 62565107

www.adcas.cn

Beijing Zhongke Resouces Co., Ltd.

10 Beisihuanxilu, Haidian District, Beijing

100190

010 82648259

www.zkzy.com.cn

CAS Shenyang Insitute of
Computing Technology Co., Ltd.

16 Nanpingdonglu, Huinan New District, Shenyang

110171

024 24696179

www.sict.ac.cn

CAS SKY Technology
Development Co., Ltd.

1 Xinyuan Street, Hunnan New District, Shenyang

110168

024 23826855

www.sky.ac.cn

CAS Nanjing Astronomical
Instruments Co., Ltd.

6-10 Huayuan Road, Nanjing

210042

025 85418454

www.nairc.com

CAS Guangzhou Chemistry Co., Ltd.

368 Xingke Road, Leyiju, Tianhe, Guangzhou

510650

020 85231230

www.gic.ac.cn

CAS Guangzhou Electronics
Technology Co., Ltd.

B-23, 100Xianlie Middle Road, Guangzhou

510070

020 87685947

www.giet.ac.cn

CAS Chengdu Organic Chemistry Co., Ltd

16 South 2 Section, Yihuan Road, Chengdu

610041

028 85229793

www.cioc.ac.cn./en/index.asp

CAS Chengdu Information Technology
Co., Ltd.

9 Section 4, Renmin South Road, Chengdu

610041

028 85249933

www.casit.com.cn

CAS Chengdu Weishi Equipment Co., Ltd

7 Keyuan South 1 Road, Gaoxin District, Chengdu

610041

028 85121825

www.cdzkws.com/indexe.asp

CAS Science and Technology Service
Co., Ltd.

52 Sanlihe Road, Xicheng District, Beijing

100864

010 68597134

CAS Beijing Printing Co., Ltd.

B-1, Songzhuang Industrial Zone,Tongzhou District,
Beijing

101118

010 69597200

www.zkprint.com

Clean Energy Technology
Co., Ltd. on the Hai Bike

351 Guoshoujing Road, Pudong, Shanghai

201203

021 61060100

www.cecc-tech.com

Shenzhen CAS IP
Investment Ltd.

29 Nanhuan Road, Nanshan District, Shenzhen

518057

0755 86350111 www.casip.ac.cn
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